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Message from the President
Grace Massey, PhD

As I sit down to write this, I think about a comment a 
member made to me recently. She said “I never read the 
president’s message.” in a conversation about what she 
felt should be done. If she had read the message, she 
would have realized that that subject being discussed 
was very much on the minds of the president and the 
board of directors. Actually, it doesn’t really matter 
what the subject was. What I felt most was the lack of 
acknowledgement people nowadays give to others for 
the effort they put forth. I learned from my boss of 25 
years that you always acknowledge how well something 
was done before you comment on what needs to be 
changed. He would always start with something like 

“You have captured the essence of that we need to address” followed with “I have made a few minor suggested 
edits” as he handed the document to me full of red pen marks. He made me feel that my work was appreciated 
and valuable and if I wanted to look over his suggestions, I was welcome to use them if I wanted. I learned 
from those edits and over time they dwindled to only one or two per document. The main thing was that he 
never criticized and I used his suggestions as a learning opportunity. He found good in whatever I did before 
he suggested changes. I think this is something we each need to remember as we talk to VOLUNTEERS 
who do the work needed to run the ATCA! No matter 
what someone is doing, they are not doing anything 
deliberately wrong (at least, I hope not!). They are 
doing the job as they understand it. Someone else may 
look at it and take their experience and knowledge and 
provide constructive suggestions on how to improve. 
Approached correctly, everyone wins, especially 
ATCA members who benefit from the efforts of these 
volunteers. So be nice, acknowledge or complement 
someone – with or without a suggested edit.

Speaking of volunteers, a list of committees and their 
chairs are listed each year in the Member’s Directory. 
This year, the board has asked that each committee 
provide a short description of what that committee does 
and what kind of help they need. Please take the time 
to review these and contact the chair of any committee 
that you might like to volunteer on. If you don’t want 
to commit right away, you can probably ask to sit in on 
a meeting to see what it is all about. Many of you have 
hidden talents that could help make the ATCA the best it 
can be. We need you to step up!
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ATCA BOARD OF DIRECTOR’S MINUTES
September 19, 2022 -- 6:00 PM PDT

Recorded By:  Celeste Platt
Attending Board Members: Cleland, Evans, , Farmer, Massey, Mason, Platte, Post, Rife, Samarotto, 
Schreeder, Zupan. ABSENT:  Occhiuti, Sousa  AKC Delegate: Christensen  

Call to Order; Establish quorum; appoint a timekeeper 
Minutes: Previously approved and published.

National Specialty 2023  Colorado Springs – Gayle Roache, Co-Chair

The contract for the new hotel has been signed.  The Colorado Springs Marriott will be the host hotel.  It is 
about 7 miles from the show site.  The schedule is as follows:

•	 Tuesday  June 27 Board meeting & welcome night

•	 Wednesday, June 28 Education day, a local tour (to be determined) and the annual membership meeting 
at hotel

•	 Thursday, June 29 Futurity and Sweepstakes, Obedience and Rally, and the National Specialty.  The 
Banquet and awards at the Marriott Hotel   The banquet will probably be a platted dinner as that is the 
most cost effective.

o AusTTrust Fetch a Ball at show site

•	 June 30 ATCA Regional Specialty. Colorado Springs Supported entry Colorado Springs Kennel Club 
(CSKC) all breed show.

•	 Tour/Dinner Option TBS/  Rescue Events  

•	 July 1 CSKC All Breed Show Auction Closing.  The items will be displayed all week at the hotel.

•	 July 2 CSKC All Breed show

Hotel Reservation Phone #:  888-236-2427 Group:  The Australia Terrier Club  of America.  You MUST place 
reservations by calling the number listed above.

President:  Grace Massey  - No Report

Vice President Report:  Teresa Schreeder - No Report

Recording Secretary Report:  Celeste Platte - A new member application was emailed to the membership.

Corresponding Secretary Report:  Pat Zupan – No Report

Treasurer Report:  Darlene Evans.  Gave a report of the Club finances.  Showed the P & L from the last board 
meeting to this meeting as of this date. Next meeting the quarter report will be presented.  

AKC Delegates Report:  Bill Christensen – The rule has been changed which allows dogs placing second, 
third, and fourth to earn championship points.  This was done for the lower entry breeds.  About 60% of the 
stud book are now low entry.  The first six-month breed registrations are now available which came out        
September 4th..
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Preservation Seman Bank article was published in the Delegate letter perspectives.  It is a two-page article, but 
Bill was unable to print that article only.  Grace asked Bill to send it to her and she would extract it and forward 
to the sustainability committee.

Massey asked about the rise in points required for a major in her region.  It was explained that AKC 
looks at the ratio of shows with major points to non-major points.  So, if the majority of shows only have ma-
jors, the number required for a major will increase.   Members should be encouraged to attend shows where the 
number of class dog entries is no point or one point to keep the required number needed for a major at a lower 
level.  Only class dogs count toward the ratio.  In Aussies, if there is one dog and one bitch entered, the best of 
winners will win one point.

Old Business

Web Site Stud Advertising –Teresa Schreeder    

Visual presentation of the proposed website was presented.  The first page would be the gallery of dogs. The 
Stud Dogs Names would be listed in alphabetical order and linked to each dog’s own page similar to the accor-
dion template with nice size photo, contact info, dog info and pedigree.  

Cost of this service was discussed and it was decided that a nominal fee is reasonable and it was decided that 
this advertising would be the same cost as the Breeder Referral on a calendar year basis which is $35  The Web 
Site Stud Dog advertisement should move forward with the advertising.  No further presentation to the Board is 
needed.

ATCA University – The president has asked Jen Sousa to chair the committee and move forward with the 
ATCA University which was approved by the Board.  Sousa would be the facilitator to get people to do more 
webinars and different subjects to put on the website.  

New Members and Committees – Celeste Platte        
The list will be placed behind the committee list in the membership booklet.

 New Business

2022-34  MOTION to award a Lifetime Membership to an ATCA member. (The recipient’s name is not listed 
as it will be announced at the next Annual Membership Meeting.   First:  Platte.  Second: Samarotto  MOTION 
Passed

Standing Rule Proposal – Darlene Evans

Per AKC directive.   Event Committees are not to address social media comments, but forward to the Amer-
ican Kennel Club.  Instead of a standing rule, the Board agreed the information would be forwarded to                 
Marilyn Harban and Kreg Hill for inclusion in the specialty guidelines. 

Sponsorship of BOB medal for the International Kennel Club shows in 1/23 & 8/27, 2023. – Barb Post 
for Jen Sousa  offered to sponsor the request for a club medallion from the parent club.  It was agreed that this 
would be an inappropriate use of ATCA funds to support a private breed club.  ATCA does not support any other 
requests of this type either.  The Board of Directors chose to take no action on this request.
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Health Statement from AKC Website – 3 different locations – Teresa Schreeder

At this time there are three different versions of the ATCA health statement which are located in three different 
areas of the AKC website.  The AKC is working to rectify this discrepancy by hand.  This item will be tracked 
as an Action Item until resolution.

ACTION ITEMS

Website policy statements have legal approval and have been updated on ATCA website.  Action item 
completed.
 
ATCA University –Sousa

Health Statement from AKC Website

Updating the Show Chair guidelines

a) Include the Bred By Breakdown 
b) Include the Comment about Reserve Major at National
c) Statement to be aware of over committing room reservations and/or meal. Include AKC directive 

that event Committees are not to address social media comments but forward to AKC.

Respectfully submitted,

Celeste Platte, Recording Secretary

ATCA BOARD OF DIRECTOR’S MINUTES
October 17,  2022 -- 6:00 PM PDT

Recorded By:  Celeste Platt
Attending Board Members: Cleland, Evans, , Farmer,  Mason, Platte, Post, Rife, Samarotto, 
Schreeder, Sousa, Zupan. ABSENT:  Massey, Occhiuti   AKC Delegate: Christensen  

Call to Order; 6:05 pm by Vice President, Teresa Schreeder.  Establish quorum; appoint a timekeeper 
Minutes: Previously approved and published.

President:  Grace Massey ABSENT

Vice President Report:  Teresa Schreeder - None

Recording Secretary Report:  Celeste Platte – Frederick Matuszewski New member app.  

MOTION 2022-36 to approve the ATCA membership of Frederick Matuszewski of Bedford, NH if no com-
ments are received from the membership by Wednesday, October 19, 2022, the ballot will stand.  1st Schreeder.  
2nd Platte. Motion approved

Corresponding Secretary Report:  Pat Zupan The AKC Breeder questionnaire was sent to the Recording  
Secretary for distribution to the Board members.

Treasurer Report:  Darlene Evans.  Evans gave the financial report for Quarters one-three.  There are still 
open issues with Trenton.  It is up to Trenton to bill ATCA.

AKC Delegates Report:  Bill Christensen - The delegates report should be received in the next week or two 
and bill will forward to the Recording Secretary for distribution.
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Old Business

ATCA University – Jenn Sousa  The committee is evaluating options to pursue.

New Business

Parent club program for Embark Genetic Testing – Teresa Schreeder

 A new parent club program has been started.  As a parent club, a discount will be given according 
to the number of units purchased.  Embark want the club to post on social media, any research they have 
done, or things that have been discovered through their testing.  The goal of this company is to gain as much                
genetic information about each breed as possible. They use a swab for collecting.  Pete is waiting for a            
response to an email she sent to them asking Embark Genetic exactly what they want.  It is not an open registry.  
You cannot look up any specific dog.  You can request a comparison between specific dogs.  OFA make their       
samples available to any researcher who has a program. 

 Christensen stated that Embark is very controversial with AKC.  It is owned by a venture                   
capitalist organization.  Their goal is to gain as much genetic information about each breed as possible.   Once 
the company receives a specimen, it is theirs legally and they can do any type of testing they want.  To address 
genetic testing, the AKC  is working on a program to offer this testing and have hired a geneticist to head the 
program. 

 Christensen also mentioned that the club should really be doing a DNA blood sample collections for 
OFA at our National Specialties.  There are almost no samples available for Australian Terriers.  Schreeder will 
talk to the 2023 National Specialty chairs about trying to get a collection at that National.  Mason stated that 
blood draws and other testing was being worked on for the 2024 National in Perry, GA.

Iconic Breeders 

Parent Clubs Need to interview their Iconic Breeders while they are still with us  - The AKC is             interested 
in having recorded interviews with breeders that can then be archived for future reference.  A list of 85 suggest-
ed questions were sent to the parent clubs.  This project may be something either Public Education or the ATCA 
University can consider pursuing.
There being no further business, Christensen made a motion to adjourn.  Post seconded.  Approved                 
and adjourned.

ACTION ITEMS
1. Opinion from Attorney  - Massey  RESOLVED
2.  ATCA University –Sousa
3.  Health Statement from AKC Website
4.  Updating the Show Chair guidelines
 a)  Include the Bred By Breakdown 
 b)  Include the Comment about Reserve Major at National
 c)  Statement to be aware of over committing room reservations and/or meal
 d)  Event Committees are not to address social media comments, but forward to the AKC 
5. Iconic Breeders status – New item

Respectfully submitted,
Celeste Platte, Recording Secretary
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REPORT OF THE AKC DELEGATE
September 12-13, 2022

Newark, New Jersey
William I. Christensen, MD, MPH, Delegate

Canine Health Committee:

Eddie Dziuk updated the OFA information. Dogs with 
CHIC numbers now number more than 167,000, with 
over 10,000 added so far this year. There are 32,713 
DNA samples, of which 60% are blood samples, with 
more than 1000 added this year.

The development of a physical test for the severity of 
BOAS (Brachycephalic Obstructive Airways Syndrome), 
as licensed and adapted from the test developed at the 
University of Cambridge, is almost ready for use in 
screening for the disorder in three breeds: Bulldogs, 
French Bulldogs, and Pugs. There are three primary 
examiners who are trained to conduct the test: 
Dr. Kathleen Ham, University of Florida, Dr. Kelley 
Thieman. Texas A & M., and Dr.Elizabeth Rozanski, 
Tufts. These three veterinary surgeons continue to work 
closely with the Dr. Jane Ladlow and her research team 
at Cambridge in refining and standardizing the exam 
protocol. They are also training additional evaluators. 
The test consists of auscultation over the larynx, 
followed by a brisk 3-minute walk, and the 
re-auscultation over the larynx. The first official 
screening will be at the Rose City Cluster, 20-21 January 
in Portland, OR, with projected capacity for screening 
50-60 dogs.

Andrea Fiumefreddo reviewed the activity during this 
year at the Canine Health Foundation. More than $2.5 
million has been awarded to 35 new grants and 28 peer-
reviewed publications arising from previously funded 
grants have been published. New grant highlights can be 
accessed at http://www.akcchf.org/research/our-impact/
delegate-handouts.html

A webinar series on canine behavior has been well 
attended, with an upcoming presentation on pain 
evaluation in a variety of dog breeds.

The Dog Aging Project participants will meet in Seattle, 
Washington in two weeks, including a presentation of 
data which indicates similar DNA changes in both dogs 
and humans with lymphoma. Approximately 40% of 
grants funded by the AKC/CHF have a “One Health”
significance.

The 2023 Parent Club Health Conference will be held both 
in person and remotely 11-13 August in St. Louis, MO, 
with sponsorship by Purina. Two representatives from each 
parent club may attend in person. However, the virtual 
presentation will be available for remote attendance by 
other interested club members.

Student travel grants will be awarded to cover the 
associated expenses of one veterinary student from each 
of the 30 U.S. veterinary schools. Students selected by the 
schools who attend will also be given a $1000 stipend for 
completion of a presentation arising from the  
material presented at the Conference. They will present to 
their peers, and in doing so will raise the awareness of the 
other students about the AKC/CHF contributions to 
canine health.

Seven board-certified theriogenologists, sponsored by the 
AKC/CHF, are now in practice, with an additional two 
continuing their residencies (one at Ohio State and one at 
Auburn). Two new theriogenology residencies have been 
funded at N.C. State and at Virginia/Maryland 
veterinary schools.

Keith Frazier reported for Mari-Beth O’Neill on other 
forms of outreach to veterinary students. 

“AKC Events,” formerly “Lunch and Learn” sessions have 
been presented, often by Chief Veterinary Officer, Gerald 
Klein, at 14 veterinary schools so far this year. Attendance 
is usually 30-40 students but has ranged from 10 to 120. 
Dr. Klein’s participation has been especially valuable as he 
has been able to engage the students’ interest by addressing 
wide-ranging questions raised by the students themselves. 
Six additional “AKC Events” are planned for the remainder 
of the year.

Dog show tours, a concept developed by Anne Bowes, a 
former AKC Delegate and breeder of Pembroke Welsh 
Corgis, and the Ladies Dog Club, has involved as another 
important means of educating veterinary, veterinary 
assistant, and agriculture students on the value of purebred 
dogs and dog clubs. These have occurred at six shows 
extending from Louisiana to Oregon, usually with an 
attendance of about 12 students each. Dog club members 
living near a veterinary, veterinary assistant or agricultural 
school should strongly consider reaching out in this way.
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The AKC sponsored and maintained a booth at the Student 
American Veterinary Medical Association meeting 11-13 
March at the University of Minnesota in Minneapolis. 
Mari-Beth O’Neill and Dr. Darin Collins of the 
AKC/CHF attended the Theriogenology conference 
20-23 July in Bellevue, Washington. Mari-Beth and 
Dr. Collins entertained 15 students, residents, and their 
mentors at a cocktail reception.

The AKC, AKC/CHF, and AKC Reunite were well 
represented at the American Veterinary Medical 
Association meeting 29 July- 2 August in Philadelphia. 
Mari-Beth O’Neill met with student representative from the 
various veterinary schools, a major step in arranging future 
presentations. The New York Veterinary Conference will be 
held 3-4 November in NYC, and strong representation from 
the AKC and its affiliate organizations is planned.

Mark Dunn introduced Dr. Claire Wiley, newly hired as 
Executive Director of AKC DNA Programs. Many dog 
breeders and breed clubs are overwhelmed by all of the 
data generated by multiplex genetic tests, offered by an 
increasing number of commercial laboratories, and Dr. 
Wiley has been hired for guidance in this arena. Also, it is 
a hope that the AKC can assist clubs to identify appropriate 
genetic tests for their breeds and, even offer some of those 
tests. For a recent short article on genetic testing by Dr. 
Wiley, go to: https://www.akc.org/expert- advice/dog-
breeding/genetic-testing-dogs-overview/
 
Mark reported that there are currently some 12,000 AKC 
Breeders of Merit and 4000 breeders who participate in 
the Bred with Heart program. The estimated total of AKC 
breeders in the U.S. is 190,000, who among them must 
produce the 8.5 million dogs needed each year in the
U.S. Fewer than 7% of breeders are members of AKC 
Parent Clubs.

Dr. Charles Garvin updated progress on the AKC 
Purebred Preservation Bank. It has been incorporated and 
board and officers appointed. Dr. Garvin is President, Mark 
Dunn is Vice President, and Ted Phillips is Treasurer. The 
internet domain has been registered and a logo has been 
designed. The current issue of Perspectives includes an 
article by Dr. Garvin on what Parent Clubs need to do now.

Twenty-one clubs have expressed an interest in 
participating as have 76 AKC Delegates. Four clubs are 
creating their own semen banks, based on the templates 
provided by the Otterhound Club of America. That club 
is proud to announce the first birth of otterhound puppies 
from 20- year-old banked semen.

In progress for the AKC Semen Bank, an application to 
the IRS for a tax-exempt status is pending. Dr. Gerald Bell 
is preparing a paper which will help explain some of the 
genetic issues associated with the program. Applications to 
each state for “charitable” status with regard to donations 
is underway. Model recommendations for acceptance and 
donation criteria are being created. A dispute resolution 
process is being developed. Storage facilities are being 
identified.

Dr. Carmen Battaglia reiterated his concerns that 
approximately sixty low-entry breeds will
become “extinct” in conformation events. Fifty percent of 
AKC breeds are classified as low entry now. Clubs should 
have received an update from AKC registration regarding 
their current breed statistics. Dr. Battaglia pointed out that 
all but three of the newest 28 breeds have decreased in 
numbers registered.

He took a closer look at his breed, the German Shepherd 
Dog. Litter registrations are up 50%, but with regard to 
the number of puppies registered, only 24% are eligible to 
be shown in conformation. The number of conformation 
entries for German Shepherd Dogs, as well as the 
remainder of the Herding Group, and for the Stud Book 
itself continues to decline.

Membership in the German Shepherd Dog Club has also 
decreased, from 5000 to fewer than 3000 members in the 
past few years.

Most breeders currently registering dogs are not doing 
health testing. Awareness of this resource is limited, which 
is a major problem in improving the health of dogs.

The number of individual Juniors participating in AKC 
shows had decreased by over 50% in the last 10 years, from 
2400 to 1000, although the number of shows has remained 
fairly constant at 1400 per year.
 
New Business: There was a limited general discussion of 
proposed changes in the Dog Show Rules which reflect 
the now rare availability of veterinarian at actual dog show 
sites

Parent Clubs Committee:

Chaired by Peter Piusz in the absence of Pat Laurans.

Beginning in October all Google Groups will be updated 
with the club and delegate information listed with AKC.

The Doberman Pinscher Club of America is “elevating the 
professionalism of a controversial
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procedure” by awarding $1000 grants to veterinarians 
willing to learn how to correctly perform the procedure. A 
presentation of their program will occur in the Dock and 
Crop Session later today.

Twenty-eight Parent Clubs do not have Health Statements, 
arguing that there is no specific health testing which they 
would recommend for their breeds. 185 Parent Clubs do 
have Health Statements. The Pug Dog Club of America 
and the Dachshund Club of America, Inc., have recently 
revised their Health Statements. The Pub Dog Club of 
America, Inc., the Tibetan Terrier Club of America, 
Inc., and the Bassett Hound Club of America, Inc., have 
finally submitted their Statements, and all have now been 
approved. The AKC believes that these Health Statements 
are important in educating the public about each breed.

Parent Club Health Statements reside in three places on the 
AKC website: Bred with Heart, Marketplace, and the breed 
pages. 
There has been some problem with the Statements 
appearing the same at each website location, but this is 
currently being corrected by the AKC IT staff.

Ninety-eight Pet Disaster Trailers have been delivered, 
with the one hundredth now in production. The Riverside 
County, CA trailer was recently deployed due to wildfires 
and flooding.

Mari-Beth O’Neill is currently assisting three Parent Clubs 
preparing to advance to membership status.

Mari-Beth’s work in the area of veterinary outreach is 
detailed in the Canine Health Committee report above.

Mari-Beth continues to enlist the help of clubs in order to 
grow the Juniors Program. Ninety-six Parent Clubs, 37 All 
Breed Clubs, and four Performance and Companion Clubs 
now have junior coordinators. A new member of 
Mari-Beth’s staff now works on promoting the Juniors 
Program to youngsters in a 4-H program and is available 
for advice at mailto:4H@akc.org The ownership 
requirement for a Junior to participate has now been 
eliminated in all AKC events.
 
The Best Practices sub-committee outlines are to be posted 
on the Delegate Portal as well as under Club Development 
on the AKC website. The sub-committee is also working 
on a series of webinars which will assist new clubs in 
becoming member clubs.

The newly appointed AKC Archivist is Jaima Fritz. 
mailto:Jaimi.Fritz@akc.org She will launch the AKC 
Digital Library in two weeks. https://library.akc.org/

Material included is a complete copy of the AKC Gazette 
as well as over 100 years of dog show catalogues.

The Specialty Show Site sub-committee reported that Guy 
Fisher has revised the post-show survey to make it simpler 
to complete. Please participate following every national 
specialty show. Clubs who wish to use the “specialty show 
site locator” may obtain an access code under “Event 
Plans.”

The Breeder’s Development sub-committee helped 
establish the “Eddy Award,” to be awarded
for the first time at the 2023 AKC Orlando shows. 
There will also be a Delegate Forum presentation on 
“Preservation Breeders” at the June 2023 Delegate 
Meeting. Katie Campbell, Basenji Club of America, Inc., 
is spear-heading a project in record interview with “iconic” 
AKC breeders, 20-45 minutes long, to be posted on a 
“lifestream” website. If you are interested, call Katie at 
206-914-5798 or contact at mailto:taji@ktcampbell.com

Peter Piusz is assembling a database of club pedigree 
databases. He asks that any Parent Club using one for a 
its breed send information to him as to how successful it 
has been and the length of time which it has been used. 
mailto:ppiusz@nycap.rr.com

Gina M. Denardo, Executive Secretary of the AKC, is 
responsible for the roving AKC Meet the Breed events. 
Successful events have been held this year in Tampa, 
Florida, and Dallas, Texas, with a final event in Columbus, 
Ohio on October 15. More than 7000 people have attended 
each event, with more than 75 breeds presented at each. 
The September San Diego event had to be cancelled 
on account of a conflict with a marathon being held 
simultaneously. The three or four locations for the event 
during 2023 will be announced in November.

Delegate Meeting:

Chairman Thomas Davies reviewed some of those 
procedure modifications which had been made during the 
COVID-19 pandemic and which had been made permanent, 
such as the “1 + 1” rule, which permits a breed point to 
be awarded if one entry of each sex is present for best of 
winners. He credited this rule as having decreased the 
absentee rates at shows in the low entry breeds. Specialty 
clubs can now hold events up to 300 miles from their 
territories and up to four additional specialties per year. 
Judges in NOHS competition may now enter dogs in 
regular competition.
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He also highlighted some of the educational opportunities, which were reviewed in greater detail at the Forum by Ashley 
Jacot, Director of Education. Breed education for judges continues to expand, and the Canine College now offers more 
than 800 courses and on-line examinations. Dr. Davies stated that this was the “Gilded Age for Education at the AKC.”

Chief Financial Officer Ted Phillips stated that, for the first 6 months of 2022, dog registrations had increased from 
389,514 to 426, 452, but litter registrations had decreased from 167,281 to 164,520 as compared with the first 6 months of 
2021. During the same period, events decreased from 12,442 to 9,783 and individual entries from 1,766,017 to 1,424,748. 
Operating revenue for the first 6 months of 2022 was $54.3 million of which $38.1 million resulted from registration 
and event fees. Advertising, sponsorship, and royalties yielded $9.4 million, and product and service sales $6.4 million. 
Operating expenses for the same period were $40.5 million, with staff expenses being the largest component at $18.4 
million. Total assets are $236,036 million with net assets of $114,984 million.

Voting: Voting for the Delegate Standing Committees was held.

A proposal to eliminate term limits for AKC Board members did not pass. A sequence of changes to the Rules Applying to 
Dog Shows were proposed, primarily clarifying and/or updating the role and responsibilities of the dog show veterinarian. 
Some passed; some did not, but the Dog Show Rules Committee promised to continue working on this issue. More 
importantly, a proposal which would provide the opportunity of class dogs placing second, third, or fourth in the group to 
be awarded Championship points. The pointes to be awarded would be calculated so that a class dog placing second, third, 
or fourth in the group competition would receive the greatest number of Championship points earned in the breed from the 
same group excluding any breed which received a higher placement in the group at the same event.

Submitted by William I. Christensen, Delegate 10/23/2022

My report is not intended to be an official report of the business conducted by the various delegate committees or by the 
official Delegate Meeting. Summaries of the minutes for all meetings are posted on the AKC website. If you need the full 
official minutes for a committee meeting or a transcript of the actual Delegates Meeting, I can access these and forward 
them to you.
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Cover Story . . . Carole Morse owner of BellaRoo

 After having a large dog for 10 years I decided after Stella’s death, that a 
small dog was a better choice for my age.  I went to a website that you could plug 
in all your desired attributes for a pet dog.  Started the search with small but         
sturdy, big heart, low health issues, didn’t shed, not a  sissy dog.  Low and behold 
up popped Australian Terrier….What a shock, not only was this breed cuter than 
could be imagined, but I had never heard of the breed before and I have family in           
Australia.  I absolutely fell in love with everything I read about this breed.   
          Since no one seemed to know of them around where I lived, I went back to my 
computer and typed in breeders of AT’s. The first name was Susan Bentley and her 
Benayr kennel. So we chatted and agreed on everything and my first Australian 
Terrier was on her way to the East coast!!! Love at first sight, this wee little girl, so 
tiny, so beautiful, my BellaRoo!
 She had a lovely temperament, 
fun to be with no matter where we 
were.   At age 2 years a 4 week old 
kitten (Charlie) popped into our 
lives; Bella took her in as her baby…
she protected and loved her till the 
day she died, they slept together all     
entwined, every night. 
 When Bella died                   
suddenly  Charlie spent days looking 
for her…just broke my heart. Bella’s          
happiest time was walking the entire 
shoreline in the mud, looking for 
who knows what.  Being a muddy 
mess was what she loved, along with 
riding in the gator.  She always 
seemed like a very old soul, content 
entertaining herself, but always within sight of me.
 We traveled many miles together…The day she died she looked right in my 
eyes and I knew something was wrong…We rushed her to the vet, hers eyes never 
leaving mine as she lay beside me and died. I will never forget this beautiful angel, 
my BellaRoo.
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AKC Gazette Column - by Grace Massey

Australian Terrier Breed Column
November 2022 Issue

That Special Something

About the AKC Breed Columns:
       The Breed columns are a time-honored feature of the AKC Gazette. Each columnist is appointed by a breed’s  

national parent  club, which preserves the breed’s standard and helps to educate breeders, judges, and the 

public  about the breed’s history, function, and possible health issues. A national parent club is comprised of 

dedicated  breeders and fanciers, and it represents many years of collective experience in the breed. Columnists 

are asked  to write about topics of interest to the fancy in general as well as those of specific interest to judges 

and devotees of the breed.

Each Australian Terrier brings personality traits to our relationship with them that endear them to us.  As I remember those 
I have lost and embrace those who are still with me, each one brings to mind something special that makes me smile.  
Momma Cena, a very happy, fun-loving bitch, used to do what we called the “bedtime dance.”  Because she felt that she 
should sleep in the bed with us and not in a crate where the other dogs slept, she would dance in circles with her shoulder 
near the ground and her butt in the air.  The whole time she would grin over her shoulder and wiggle her whole body.  
While I have seen her puppies and grandpuppies “dance”, none have been able to achieve it quite to the same effect.

Flame, a regal stud dog, would sit very proper-looking at the edge of the deck and watch over the other dogs.  We called 
him the “deck king”.  He would go from regal to deadly when he saw a critter that needed hunting.  He would streak 
out into the yard and usually bring back an offering to lay at my feet.  He would be the one in a trench with only his tail 
showing as he tracked moles across the yard.  When he caught a mole, he would then throw it over his shoulder.  One of 
the other dogs would catch it and make a game of “who has the mole” as they raced around the yard, passing it off 
like a football.

He also had several other endearing mannerisms.  One was that he didn’t kiss with his tongue.  If he liked you, he would 
cover your nose and chin with his mouth and gently rake your face as he closed his mouth.  He did this while looking 
deeply and directly into your eyes.  Another trait was the way he would talk.  He didn’t bark or growl but instead made a 
deep Arrooo sound.  I have several dogs who do a high-pitched rooo-rooo, and other who do Arr rar rar with an “inside 
talking” voice, but none made that unique Arrooo that Flame would make.

Sugar, a young bitch, starts her day by running laps around the yard, up on the deck, and back around the yard.  She runs 
full out for at least five minutes and barely stops to do her morning business.  She actually continues to move forward 
while she does it.  She is a very loving girl who feels inclined to clean the eyes and ears of anyone who lets her – humans 
and dogs alike.  I am sure she will be very attentive to her puppies when she has a litter!  Dean, a 6-year-old male, will 
quietly climb onto my lap and lie down.  He does it so gently that you almost don’t notice that he is there.  Of course 
when he wants to get your attention, he stands on his hind legs and waves his front legs together in a begging motion 
while grunting what sounds like “me-me-me.”   Aurora, a spunky young bitch, gets so excited about the possibility of 
getting to go for a ride in the truck that she is out the door and in the truck before you even know she is with you.  If she 
does get to go, she is alert and excited to be there the whole trip.

While these are just a few of the Aussies who have touched my life or are still with me, each holds a special place in my 
heart.  I am sure that each and every Aussie has that special something that their owner holds dear.  Embrace them, and 
enjoy every day that you have with your Aussie!  While they may live long lives for a dog, the end comes too quickly, and 
then all you have are the memories.
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WHAT DO WE DO ?

The Australian Terrier Trust (“AusTTrust”) was established in 2011 by the Australian Terrier Club of America 
(“ATCA”). It has tax exempt status under section 501(C)3 and has been approved by the Internal Revenue 

Service. Contributions are deductible under the section 170 of the code. 

ATCA Members and Australian terrier fanciers may donate to the Trust and receive a tax recipt. 

The Purpose of the AusTTrust: to promote the welfare of the Australian Terrier breed and shall be accomplished 
by, but not limited to the following;

 Support canine medical research with an emphasis on health issues that affect Australian terriers.
 Promote education on the proper care, treatment, breeding, health, development and training of 

Australian terriers and 
 Foster and promote the publics knowledge and appreciation of dogs in general and Australian terriers in 

particular. 

For further information refer to our website and Accomplishments page 
https://www.austtrust.org/about-the-trust

Australian Terrier Trust 
“The AusTTrust”

Assisting the Australian Terrier Club of America Inc., 
in supporting our breed through Health and Education
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Donations to the AusTTrust identifies and defines you as a concerned supporter 
who understands that health and education are so very important to our breed. 
PURPOSE  The purpose of the Trust is to promote the welfare of the Australian Terrier breed 
and will be accomplished by, but not limited to, the following: 
Every donation is tax deductible as allowed by law since the trust is a 501 (c) (3)nonprofit organiza- 
tion. The Trust is governed by a volunteer Board of Trustees.  You should retain this letter in your rec-
ords as a receipt for tax purposes. 

 
 
HOW YOU MAY HELP 
Every donation is tax deductible as allowed by law since the trust is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit educational organiza-
tion. The AusTTrust is governed by a volunteer Board of Trustees. Contact Kreg Hill, Treasurer of the AusTTrust, 
if you have any questions. (505) 450-3400, kreghill@gmail.com 
Please return this form: 
 
Name  _____________________________________________________________________________________________________  
 

Address ___________________________________________________________________________________________________  
 
City, State, Zip ____________________________________________________________________________________________  
  

Phone _________________________________________________   Email ___________________________________________  
 

With a donation of $100 or more you will receive a “Friend of Aussies” Recognition Label Pin. If the do-
nation is received in 2023 you will also receive a “2023 Shingle”.  For every future annual donation, you 
will receive an “Annual Shingle”. 
 

Donation in Honor/Memory of  ________________________________________________________________________  
Planned Giving also available. 
Payment is available with PayPal at ATCA  Website  http://www.australianterrier.org/ or 
Please mail to:  AusTTrust, PO Box 5767, Palm Springs CA   92263-5767 
 

Assisting the Australian Terrier Club of America, Inc. in supporting 
our breed through Health and Education. 

 Support canine medical research with an emphasis on 
health issues that affect Australian Terriers. 

 Promote education on the proper care, treatment, 
breeding, health, development and training of 
Australian Terriers. 

 Foster and promote the public’s knowledge and  
appreciation of dogs in general and AustralianTerriers 
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STUD DOG GALLERY
ATCA Members Only

Starting in 2023, ATCA Members will be able to showcase their stud dogs on the ATCA website.  The cost for 
the calendar year is $35.  The Form and complete instructions are on the australianterrier.org website   (use the 
search function and type in stud dog).  Contact Teresa Schreeder for additional information.  
pete128@earthlink.net

The planned layout is to have pictures of the dogs on the first page.  Once you find a dog that you would like 
more information on - you click on it.  See the samples blow: 

Registration #
DOB
Owner
Address
Phone
Email
Website
Call Name
Frozen, Chilled, or Live
3 Generation Pedigree

Second Page Sample with Stud Dog’s Information - see below

Now is your opportunity to showcase your Stud Dogs.  

GCH DOG B

GCH Dog A

GCH Dog D

GCH Dog B

GCH Dog C
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DOB
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Second Page Sample with Stud Dog’s Information - see below

Now is your opportunity to showcase your Stud Dogs.  

GCH DOG B

GCH Dog A

GCH Dog D

GCH Dog B

GCH Dog C

Fast Cat Invitational 2022

The Fast Cat Invitational 2022 is based on the 2021 year end results and is extended to the top 3 
Australian Terriers -- #4 is an alternate.   Fast Cat is a timed 100 yard run with a lure.  The run time 
is converted to mph and then to points earned.  FCAT titles are earned every 500 points.

Benz is ranked #1 Australian Terrier for 2021 with an average speed of 25.03 mph (2021 best and 
a new lifetime best). In 2021 Benz ran 90 events over the course of the year so he had plenty of 
opportunity to have fun and improve his run times.  Benz has been running Fast Cat since 2017 and I never grow tired 
of seeing the joy and determination on my dog’s face as he speeds down the track.

BENZ 
GCH CH Amawalk  Wish Upon A Star RN CAX FCAT21 SWN SCNE RATN CGC TKP

Susan Jacobsen
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Grooming contest is something most people don’t know about, including dog show people. I’m Robby Hartley and I have 
been competing in grooming contests for 10 years.  Australian Terriers are my specialty breed and I have been grooming 
them since my first contest. Before I go on about my Aussie experience, let me walk you through the foundation that is a 
grooming contest. 

There are five classes that can be entered.  In classes 1, 2, and 3 - we groom to AKC breed standard.   A groomer gets 
anywhere from a hour and a half to two hours and fifteen minutes. 
 1.  Wire Coat (Hand Stripping)  -- this is for wire coated breeds. 
 2.  All Other Purebred (scissor class) -- this is for scissored breeds except poodle.  Breeds you see in this class  
  include Bichons, Kerry Blue Terrier, Wheatens, Bedlingtons, Black Russian Terries and Irish 
  Water Spaniel. 
 3.  Sporting -- this class is mostly Setters and Spaniels 
 4.  Poodle -- has its own class and you can do show trims and some pet trims. We groom them to breed 
  standard also. 
 5. Salon Freestyle (has many names at different shows) -- this class is for mix breeds and purebreds in non-  
  standardized grooming, like in a pet trim or a poodle in a Kerry trim or a Bedlington trim. 

There are three levels, Entry- 
 1. Entry level - for beginners
 2. Intermediate- for groomers that win out of Entry or for groomers that have not done a grooming contest before  
  but have championed a dog in an AKC conformation show. 
 3. Open- the highest level 

Only Open level can compete for Groom Team USA  points. We strive to make the top ten each year and even make the 
travel team and go to Europe for Worlds. Over 25 countries get together every other year. 

There are two type of shows- 
 1. Tiered Show-- at this type of contest each first place winner from each level in a class compete for the Group  
  Win. Group one goes onto the Best In Show lineup. The second place winner in the level of the group one  
  winner  gets a chance for group two. Same thing happens for group three. There are usually three place  
  winners in each level. 
 2. Division Show- this type of contest you only compete within your level. There will be a best groomed dog for  
  each level. 

Now that we are done with all of that I can talk about Aussies. This breed was the first hand strip breed I got to work on. A 
friend had one and she gave me a quick lesson before letting me borrow her dog back in 2012.  I went to my first contest 
in Orlando which was a Division Show.  I won first place in a large class in the entry level and the ended up winning Best 
Groomed Dog in the level. I kept grooming them in the intermediate level and would place but it was a while till I got 
another first. 

By this time I fell in love with the breed and got my own Australian Terrier instead of borrowing dogs. Forgot to mention 
that they don’t have to be show dogs but it helps and they can also be in season.  Moved to the Open level and it was much 
tougher competition. By now I am just beginning to get into breeding. This past August I took one of my males from my 
breeding (Killian) to Schaumburg, Illinois to the All American Grooming Show. We won our first- first place win in the 
Open level and went on to the Group because it was a Tiered show (most are). Then we won Best In Show. 

GROOMING CONTEST
Robby Hartley
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To my knowledge only one other groomer has won a Best In Show with an Australian Terrier. It is not a popular  contest 
breed. And when I do use one I make sure the judge is familiar with the breed because some are not. 

This past October Killian and I entered the contest in Orlando (a division show) and won first place. We were apart of what 
the judges called one of the best Best In Show lineup they have seen in a long time. I strive to be on Groom Team USA and 
one day to be the Wire Coat team member for the travel team. Unfortunately as of now European judges don’t know much 
about Australian Terriers so that means I need to learn and master another wire coat breed. Hopefully one day they will be 
competitive over there. I have set a goal for myself to make Australian Terriers a popular contest breed here in the states 
and I believe one day it will happen. 

“KILLIAN”

CH Elemental-Johmanda Where’s The Rum
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Why I wanted an Aussie
A question was posed on Facebook -- “Why did you 
choose an Aussie”.  The following are the responses.

Ellamary Cash -- “So precious !!!” 

Dawn Tozer -- “I love them because they are snuggly, 
rough and tough in a small dog package.” 

Teresa Schreeder -- “I fell into them after showing for 
a breeder.”
 
Alice Aguacia -- “I googled hypoallergenic dog and 
there they were- the cutest dog I ever saw. And then I 
got one and he has the best spunky, sweet personality. 
I don’t think any dog after mine will compare.”
 
Barbara Harris -- “My sister Dr Grace Massey 
breeds them and we have always wanted one. They 
are beautiful and so intelligent and ours keeps us 
laughing!”
 
Darlene Evans -- “I wanted a small terrier so sitting at 
a terrier group the Aussie was so happy and I swear to 
this day he was smiling. He made my decision.”
 
Carole Drewer  -- “Picture looks like one i had.  lost 
him last may.  Best companion ever. Never could find 
another one.” 

Vickie McKee -- “Wanted a big dog in a small dog 
package. Active, smart, and fun. All three in one 
package. I came into breeding because I can’t imagine 
a world without them and there aren’t a lot of       
them around.”
 
Scott Pruter -- “In 2000 a friend brought her AT to 
visit at our home in the Sierras. We had 2 Shelties at 
the time. We went snowshoeing. This cute little dog 
had a ball! Digging for frogs or something buried in 
the snow. Running and playing. Spunky and lovable 
in the house. Decided we needed one. The rest                 
is history!” 

Trish Sefertzis -- “I’m in Australia and have grown up 
with Australian Terriers, the best dog breed ever.”
 
Dianne Kors  -- “This is my girl Frieda Tuppence at 
12 years of age. I chose this breed for the reason that 
my mother bought an Aussie terrier when I was born, 
every time I was put into my cot to sleep mum would 
put snoopy in with me, she slept with me every night 
until she died, I had her for 16 years. She was the most 
fiercly loyal protector, lovable companion any young 
girl would ever have. Frieda is nearly 14 now and 
reminds me of my snoopy in so many ways, they just 
know how to love you.” 

Dawn Kohorst  -- “I just 
put down Rusty....cancer. 
Heartbreaking. I got him to 
help me with grief of losing my 
husband, Rusty and he was the 
antidote.!!! Then came Sydney 
and Bindi....we are all grieving 
his loss. In the photo, he is not 
well. All around funny, loving, 
loyal companion.” 

Annelise Hennig -- ”I noticed Australian Terriers at 
the Vet when I had my Labrador put down.  There 
was a note that a 5 year old AT bitch needed to be 
rehomed.  I phoned the owner the same day as my girls 
were heartbroken and we visited Emma the next day.  
2 days later she moved in with us and she was the best 
little dog we’ve ever had.  Never heard of ATs before as 
they are not very common in Denmark even though 
we had one of the best breeders worldwide at the time, 
there weren’t many on the streets (and still not).  Now I 
own my 3rd AT and to me it’s the best and only breed.” 

Leonie Mossman -- “My husband is an English 
gentleman and he did a lot of research and found ATs 
were the best dog and being an Aussie I was over the 
moon we have had her for 5 years and she is the BEST.” 
 
Helen DeCandia  -- “I googled great companion 
fabulous guard dog very loyal independent dog that 
doesn’t shed hair and gives lots and lots of love.”
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Stacy Tonkin Heintz  -- “I had no experience with 
terriers and just assumed they were all little barking 
$hits.  Then I dog sat an AT for family and FELL IN 
LOVE.  I’ve had my own now for 5.5 years and I can 
not imagine life without her.”

Sal Ward  -- “When our 2 rescue corgis died 2 year 
apart, we had no plans to get another dog.
Every time we visited our breeder friends (Jen & Vicki) 
Syrah followed us around. Next thing we know, she’s 
ours. Now we have one of her puppies. Syrah & Pinot. 
That’s all the wine we need.” 

Cindy Kalman  -- “My husband finally retired when 
we relocated from metro NY to LA for my job.  We 
had fallen in love with my sister-in-law’s Yorkie, who 
we used to dog sit for occasionally.  When we moved 
here, someone would finally be home so we could 
have a dog.  A Yorkie would not do.  We needed 
something a little bigger to be able to walk around 
with.  We happened to be flipping channels one night, 
and caught the Eukenuba dog show.  And there was a 
dog that looked just like a Yorkie, only bigger!  What 
is THAT?  The show finally said it was an Australian 
Terrier, which we had never seen nor heard of.  So we 
googled facts about the breed.  The facts seemed to fit 
what we were looking for.  The only thing I remember 
is that the energy level was rated “Moderate”.  HA!   We 
called around, and were told a puppy was hard to find.  
Best thing was to go to a dog show and try to meet 
a breeder.  And a dog show was coming up in Long 
Beach, CA.  So we went!  Luckily, one breeder was 
showing ATs.  She wondered if we had our hearts set 
on a puppy, because she had another idea.  She brought 
out a 2 yr old sister and 3 yr old brother.  The boy 
was aloof and would not look at me.  But when I bent 
down to say hello to the girl, I got a HUGE SLURP 
right across my face, and then she looked away as if 
“she didn’t do anything”.  I knew then this was our dog!   
We got her from Pamela Levy, her breeder at Arista 
Australian Terriers.  She will be 15 on Oct 29.  We 
didn’t do the sports thing with her, but we WALKED!  
She would walk 2.5 to 3 miles in the morning, and 
then 1 more mile in late afternoon/ evening EVERY 
DAY, until she got too old to do that.  She does some 
tricks.  Probably too many pics, but you asked!--

Kathy Wakeman  -- “I needed a mouser at home but 
I am a bit allergic to cats.  Happened to mention it to 
the lady that was doing the conformations classes I was 

taking my Borzoi pup to and she suggested Aussies.  A 
local breeder had just had a litter, so I contacted her 
and 12 weeks later I brought home my first Aussie boy.” 

Moira Hicks  -- “I owned, showed & bred German 
Shepherds & lived on 1 hectare. A relationship demise 
forced me to move to a Maisonettenin Adelaide. 
Having only a small garden, i had to downsize my 
dog size too. I visited friends who had an Auzzie and i 
realised that this breed, whilst small in stature was BIG 
in every other way. I rang around and managed to get 
my first Australian Terrier, Jaffa in 2014….. I now have 
3 Aussies and i show them and adore them. Such great 
little dogs.”
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Our First Aussie
A long time ago my husband had just finished college and we were moving from student type housing that didn’t 
permit pets into a place that did.  That summer my younger sister was working for our family vet in their boarding 
kennel and told us about a sweet little dog brought in by one of their older clients who could no longer take care 
of her.  Could the vet find her a good new home?  We went in to meet her and when I picked her up, she began 
kissing my face and it was a life changing moment. Of course we took her.  A few days later the vet receptionist 
called and said her owner had signed her AKC papers over to us and to come pick them up.  We had a purebred 
dog, an Australian Terrier, a breed that I had never heard of before.

 My family always had a dog, but they were usually from neighborhood oops litters.  I had never had a “purebred” 
dog before.  I purchased a Dog World magazine and found a column on this breed, with a National Club, and I 
wrote the Secretary, Nell Fox, which begin a lifetime friendship between us as well as introduction to others who 
had this breed.  This absolutely perfect, sweet friendly little dog that needed a new home found one  with us and 
introduced me to so many new activities and friends. I took her to classes at the local Obedience Club which was 
my introduction to dog competition.  We still honor her memory with each of the Aussies that have shared our 
lives since. -- Ed  and Susan Saulvester
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Owned by:  Charlene Rainville & Laurie Moore
Bred by:  Carole Morse & Ellison Armfield

Cameroo I Put A Spell On You - Mystic Lights
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Melatonin for Dogs:  Uses, Benefits and Dosage
Melatonin, a naturally occurring neurohormone, has long been thought to work as a sleeping aid in humans.  
Now there’s some evidence it may be useful for several canine conditions.  Its sedative properties have been 
helpful in treating separation anxiety in dogs, as well as stress from noise like fireworks, thunderstorms, or other 
noise phobias.  According to Dr. Linda Aronson, DVM, who published a study in the Journal of the American 
Veterinary Medical Association, she has seen successful results in about 80 % of canine patients treated with 
melatonin.  Other evidence suggests that melatonin for dogs successfully treats some forms of hair loss (canine 
alopecia).

Is Melatonin Safe for My Dog?
While some pet owners like the natural properties of melatonin as opposed to chemical medications, you should 
talk to your veterinarian before starting on a melatonin regimen.  There has not been much study of its side ef-
fects and safety, nor has it been approved by the FDA for use in animals. There are several melatonin products 
on the market specifically for dogs, including melatonin chews which double as calming treats.

Side effects of melatonin in dogs, although rare, include:
     1.  Changes in fertility                                                 4.  Itching
     2.  Gastric upset and stomach cramps                     5.  Confusion
     3.  Increased heart rate
However, if you and your vet determine that melatonin is a good option for your dog, you may find it treats a 
range of anxieties and phobias as well as sleep problems.

How Much Melatonin Should I Give My Dog?
Even though melatonin is available over the counter, you should always confer with your veterinarian to 
determine the correct dosage.  They may want you to use a specific prescription.  None of us like to see out 
canine pals suffer from having stress, fear, or anxiety.  If you and your vet decide melatonin is worth a try, it may 
be just the things to calm your dog and ease their fears.

Jan Reisen   4-12-22       American Kennel Club/Expert Advice/ Health           

Melatonin for Dogs
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BREEDER REFERRAL
2023

BREEdERS 
Showcase your puppies and let everyone know 

about future breedings.

Read the requirements as well as the instructions. Then complete the Breeder Referral form which 
can be found on the ATCA website (australianterrier.org).  Put breeder referral in the search 
which is located on the home page.

Breeder Referral fee for one calendar year is $35.   Payment is due 12/31/2022.  Payment 
may be made through Paypal using the ATCA Stores or direct at Paypal using 
ATCAstorekeeper@yahoo.com.  You may also pay by check sending it to Rita Farmer.

Please contact Rita Farmer at BLUQUO@YAHOO.COM if you have any questions.
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This year, the AKC Fit Dog Program is organizing its second annual 5K Turkey Trot for dogs. Proceeds from 
the AKC Turkey Trot will be donated to the AKC Humane Fund, which provides assistance at domestic violence 
shelters that accept pets. It also supports the AKC’s Rescue Network, which supports rescued dogs and 
promotes responsible dog ownership. The Turkey Trot is a virtual event, meaning you and your dog can 
participate from anywhere. You can register for the Turkey Trot by purchasing a limited-edition 
commemorative medal for your dog to have once they have completed the 5K. 
 
Traditional 5K Turkey Trots involve running and/or walking the entire 5K (3.1 miles) in one go, but the AKC     
Turkey Trot allows dogs and handlers to set their own schedule for meeting their Turkey Trot goal from now  
until November 30th. This makes it significantly more accessible to dogs and people of different ages and  
physical abilities for whom it might not be possible to run 
or walk a 5K all at one time.

Make A Plan

Consider how physically active you and your dog             
already are, and what is likely to feel the most fun and               
comfortable for both of you. If you’re feeling up for trying 
to do the whole 5K on Thanksgiving morning, think about 
what other plans or  commitments you have on your             
schedule that day. Be sure to give you and your dog 
enough time to comfortably complete the Turkey Trot, 
including time for resting, water breaks, and, of course, 
opportunities for your dog to sniff and potty while  you’re 
out.

If you’re planning to spread your Turkey Trot out over  several days or weeks, plan for how far you want to go 
each day and how you will track your distance—either on your phone, a map, or through a GPS tracking device 
if your dog wears one on their collar.
It’s completely fine to walk the entire Turkey Trot, but if you and your dog are planning to do some running, it’s 
a good idea to do some training in advance. This can help prevent your dog from pulling or tripping you and 
also teach them ways to    modulate their speed on cue to keep pace with you.

Supplies to Bring for Your Dog

When heading out on your Turkey Trot—regardless of whether you’re doing it all in one day or if you’ll be 
accumulating distance over several days—you’ll want to be sure to have supplies to keep your dog safe and 
comfortable. These include:

•	 Collapsible water bottle for your dog
•	 Water for your dog

AKC Fit Dog ProgrAm
SeConD AnnuAl 5K turKey trot
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•	 Dog treats

•	 A 6-foot leash that’s comfortable for you to hold or a cross-body leash so you can have your hands free 
for most of the run/walk

•	 Comfortable harness

•	 Collar lights, or reflective gear if you’ll be out early in the morning or in the evening so that cars will be 
able to see you and your dog.

Don’t Go Cold Turkey

If you’re thinking of doing a Turkey Trot with your dog, it’s important not to go “cold turkey” by trying to go 
from being sedentary to running a 5K overnight. If you want to do the AKC Turkey Trot, start increasing your 
dog’s exercise now to slowly build up their endurance for walking and/or running. This will help promote    
muscle development and prevent injury from doing too much too soon. If at any point on the Turkey Trot, or 
during your prep, your dog seems tired, sore, or uncomfortable, you should stop, take a break, or even head 
home and give it a try another day. Your dog’s safety and comfort are more important than finishing the Turkey 
Trot on the schedule that you planned.

Remember, the point of the Turkey Trot is to support a good cause and have fun with your dog. Your dog will 
“win” regardless of whether you run the whole 5K on Thanksgiving or if you take days, or even weeks, to walk 
the distance. Go at a pace that is comfortable for you and your dog. We all have different levels of physical 
fitness and this event is welcoming to everyone and every dog. The Turkey Trot isn’t a race—it’s a self-paced 
event designed to encourage you to have some fun getting fresh air and exercise with your dog.

Vet Check

Before increasing your dog’s exercise, or if your dog seems sore during or after exercising, it’s always a 
good idea to connect with your vet. If you want to do the 5K Turkey Trot all at once, especially if your dog 
hasn’t been especially active recently, you may want to talk with your vet to determine if that’s going to be 
appropriate. Similarly, with puppies whose joints are still developing, talk with your vet about the appropriate 
amounts of high-impact (like running on concrete) exercise, and how many walking sessions you should break 
the 5K into for your puppy’s orthopedic development and health.

Make It a Tradition
A fun way to incorporate the activity into your existing plans and 
make the Turkey Trot a new tradition is to get up on Thanksgiv-
ing and either head out to do the entire 5K (this is what I plan to 
do with my dog) or have  organized your distance so you can do 
the last leg of the Trot together that morning. Then, come home 
and let your dog wear their Turkey Trot 5K medal while you watch 
the National Dog Show together.

FOR MORE INFORMATION -- AKC FIT DOG PROGRAM on the AKC 
website.

https://akc.org/sports/akc-family-dog-program/akc-fit-dog
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Australian Terrier Sustainability
AKC PUREBRED PRESERVATION BANK UPDATE
CHARLES GARVIN MD, Delegate, Dalmatian Club of America

 
This article will update the latest (as of July 2022) information about the new AKC Purebred Preservation Bank (PPB). 
Most Delegates know the underlying concepts and rationale of the PPB to store and catalog frozen semen for the long-
term preservation and prevention of the extinction of our current breeds. There is basic introductory information and 
FAQs about the PPB in separate documents that are on the delegate portal, in the Presentations to the Delegate Body 
September 2021 section, and at the bottom of the main portal page under Delegate Information.

At the July 2022 AKC Board meeting, official ap- proval was given to the PPB Certificate of Incorporation, Bylaws, 
Directors, and the documents necessary for submission to the appropriate government entities. The new board consists 
of AKC Board members Dr. Charles Garvin, Dominic Carota, and Tom Powers; AKC staff Mark Dunn, Ted Phillips, and 
Vanessa Skou; and Community members Dr. Jerold Bell, Dr. Joellen Gregory, and Dr. Marty Greer. Also, the AKC Board is 
considering improvements to the regulations for registering litters produced from frozen semen and for multisired litters. 
Previously, the Board had approved the basic concept of encouraging purebred preservation and the original workgroup, 
and later approved the budget and funding of PPB for the next ten years, so there will be no financial obligations to the 
participating clubs.

There are still a multitude of details that need to be finalized, including recommendations from PPB to help clubs choose 
the criteria for acceptance and distribution of frozen semen, documents and forms for the acceptance and eventual 
distribution, instructions for dealing with any disputes that may arise, and pursuing education and promotion of 
the project.
 
One important question is: “What should a Parent Club be doing right now?” There are five basic steps:

1.  First, a club needs to indicate interest in participating in the project. This is not a commitment at this time, but will help 
us in framing and focusing our communications. So far, approximately 67 clubs and club members have indicated interest 
in the project.

2.  The club should determine a decision-making PPB-related body within the club. We know there will be some 
important decisions that need to be made, particularly in determining criteria, and there may also be some disputes and 
controversies that will occur. The best way to focus on these issues will vary from club to club. The club board of directors 
may be appropriate, depending on how many other important topics they need to deal with. There may be an existing 
committee, such as the health committee or breeders committee, that may be even better. Many clubs are naming a new 
committee or new subcommittee of an existing committee. It would be possible to designate a single person to make the 
decisions, but this is definitely not recommended.

One could think of such a decision-making entity similar to naming an event committee prior to an adverse episode. An 
instructive “playbook” of dispute resolution mechanisms will be provided by the Purebred Preservation Bank, like the 
Dealing with Misconduct booklet that is so important to bench committee deliberations.
 
3.  Designate an individual representative who will be empowered to sign the registration forms when necessary, and to 
communicate with the PPB. This person will need to be renewed or reappointed each year, as regimes change in Parent 
Clubs, and we want to ensure the appropriate person is currently authorized.

4.  Discuss recommended criteria for acceptance and distribution of frozen semen. Note that only discussions are needed 
at this time, not final decisions. PPB will provide generic criteria, for example that donated frozen semen must be from an 
AKC registered dog or acceptable foreign registry and that no other semen from that sire is available from the owner or 
other sources. Perhaps a CHIC number will be required, although some special considerations for legacy semen frozen 
prior to that availability may be necessary.
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The important discussions will be breed specific criteria - what is critically important for your breed? There may be specific 
criteria - what is critically important for your breed?  There may be specific diseases that are especially important for which 
you will want to consider requiring testing or clearance.  You may want to avoid especially deleterious conformation 
attributes such as significant disqualifications or non-standard colors.  There likely will be different criteria for accepting 
semen versus distriuting the semen.  The former requires information about the sire while the latter will inolve ensuring 
both the dam and the prospective breeder are appropriately qualified to whelp and raise the planner litter.

We recommend that criteria be much more lenient for acceptance, as it is better to have more semen acquired than 
necessary, and if need be, it can be sorted out or culled later.  It is also important to note that any criteria that are 
developed now could be changed in the future if circumstances dictate.  For example, there may be new diseases that 
arise in the future that need to be accounted for, or there may be changing regulations so that what is important now may 
not be important in the future, or vice versa
 
5.  Discuss what information should be available on the PPB website for your breed's section. As the database is currently 
under development, we do not know what its final capabilities will be. However, it is important for us to know what is 
important for your breed. Basic pedigree information, breeding record and results, and photographs will be important 
data, and perhaps videos or other information can be included as well.

A second question that arises is, “What can clubs that are not Parent Clubs be doing?” While those clubs may not have 
a direct role right now, the members can have great contributions and influence. Offering your opinions and volunteer 
efforts will be valuable to the discussions and design of the organization. Remember that some 94% of AKC litters are bred 
by non-Parent Club members. There is and will be highly valuable semen owned and produced by those breeders. In
the far future, if a breed’s numbers are dwindling, it is likely that Parent Club membership will be dwindling as well. 
Therefore, consideration for the role of future breeders who may not be Parent Club members will be important.
 
There is currently a great deal of work that continues to be done behind the scenes to develop the structure, organization, 
policies, and procedures of the AKC Purebred Preservation Bank. Individual clubs can assist in this development by 
following the steps outlined above, as well as initiating discussions among the membership.

You can forward your club’s information, as well as any questions, concerns, or comments, to preservationbank@akc.org 
or to me at charles.garvin@gmail.com
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2023 
NATIONAL 
TENTATIVE 
SCHEDULE:

Tuesday June 27th

Board Meeting
Welcome night

Wednesday June 28th

Education Day
Local Tour TBD

Membership Meeting

Thursday June 29th

Futurity & Sweepstakes
Obedience & Rally
National Specialty
Banquet & Awards

Friday June 30th

ATCC Regional Specialty
CSKC All Breed Show

Tour/Dinner Option TBD
Rescue Events

Saturday July 1st

CSKC All Breed Show
Auctions Closing

Sunday July 2st

CSKC All Breed Show

      Save the Date
                    2023 Australian Terrier National
Host Hotel:  Colorado Springs Marriott
https://www.marriott.com/en-us/hotels/cosmc-colorado-springs-marriott/ 
Rate $189 per night plus tax– One time pet fee of $50 per stay 
Cut off Date is 4/15/2023.  
You MUST place reservations by calling the phone number listed below 
                  for ATCA to receive credit against the contract.
Reservations:  call (888) 236-2427 –Group: The Australian Terrier Club of America

Event Show Site: Norris Penrose Event Center
https://www.norrispenrose.com
Lots of RV Parking – Air Conditioning – Indoor Grooming
More info to come on Silent Auctions, Fundraisers, Local Tours…

Other Hotels/Motels that will accept dogs

Home2 Suites by Hilton Colorado Springs  719-226-3451
LaQuinta Inn & Suites Garden of the Gods 719-528-5060
LaQuinta Inn & Suites South   719-527-4788
Motel 6   Voyage Parkway   719-598-6700
Motel 6   Chestnut RD   719-520-5400
Travelodge     719-596-5588
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Australian Terrier Rescue Inc. is a 501c3 non-profit dedicated to provide emergency, regular or long-
term assistance for both the Aussie and their adoptive home; evaluate, restore and rehabilitate the 
physical and behavioral health of the Aussie; transport, foster, and properly place in an appropriate, 
loving home that will ensure the best possible future for the dog. 

Daily we get inquiries about adoption as well as dogs that need help.  Sadly most adopters are looking 
for young, healthy dogs which rarely find themselves in shelters.  But those who do are seniors, ill or 
have need training and are most in need of a loving foster home to save their lives. 

To most of our ATCA members, Rescue is quietly there in the background, called up when needed.  But 
its members are a small core group of Aussie owners who are stretched thin to reach out and respond to 
the inquiries we received.  Volunteers are desperately needed. Here’s how you can help. 

• Volunteer to reach out to shelters to be the local resource if an Aussie comes into their care. 
• Be a foster home to evaluate a rescued Aussie and get needed medical care for prior to 

adoption and to screen possible adopters. This need is critical to our mission. 
• Donate to support our effort.  Your donations are tax-deductible to the extent allowed by IRS 

regulations.  
 

You can easily donate online www.australianterrierrescue.org. 
 

Send a check to Susan Saulvester, 2502 Camp Mitchell Road, Grayson, GA 30017-1320 
 

  To volunteer contact us at rescueatr@gmail.com 

The dogs thank you! 
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Getting Your Best Shots

What is the best camera to use? The best camera is the one you have with 
you! Whether it be a DSL, Mirrorless (Sony, Nikon or Cannon) or your cell 

phone camera. 

Simone SikiSaki, Germany
A friend in Germany who is also a pet Aussie owner and takes stunning shots is Simone ‘SikiSaki’. “The most important 
thing in photography is to have patience. When the photographer is stressed, so is the dog!  You can see it in the photos. 
Take the time, to ensure that the dog stays relaxed and the pictures are beautiful. 

With such a small dog like the Aussie, it is important not to photograph from above, but to make yourself as small as 
possible. It is best to lie on your stomach or sit on your knees, but under no circumstances should you stand and take 
pictures from above. 

HAVE FUN TAKING PHOTOS, LET YOUR AUSSIES HAVE FUN 
HAVING PHOTOS TAKEN 

And Most important 
GET OUT AND PRACTICE

Caren Holtby

Submit your ideas, suggestions and photos to the ATCA Editor at 
ATCAnews@gmail.com for the next issue

Kaj Froling, Denmark
To set up your photos /the shot, get down to eye level with your dog. This often means getting down on your tummy – but 
it’s worth it “ says Kaj.  He posts excellent shots of his Aussies barrelling towards him on beaches and fields.  Kaj continues, 
“ Take lots of shots, the bad can always be deleted. Most important Practice Often, evaluate the images and learn from 
them.” 

Kaj’s technical tips are: A fast camera with a fast focus lens is a big help. But any camera with a short or long telephoto lens 
can be used. 
Use a short shutter time – 1/2000 sec but 1/1000 sec will also do it. 
Use Full Apperture. Let the ISO stay at what is needed for the day, this can be reduced in post editing if needed.  AF must 
be in continuous mode

© Kaj Froling © Kaj Froling

© Kaj Froling
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Caren Holtby,  Canada
I rely on the axiom “the best camera is the one you have with you!  Life is busy and I am not always out ‘shooting’ and 
practising with my camera. But I am out walking my Aussies and seem to always have my cell phone with me. At this 
moment 75% of my Aussie photos have been shot with my cell. 

I prefer a little bit of an artistic composition. Put the Aussie on the 
side of the photo, maybe have more sky than land or grass in the 
image, or perhaps the other way. PLUS- ALWAYS make the effort to 
get down on the ground or crouch very low – if I ever take a photo 
from a standing position I can usually check it right away and am 
disappointed, so I then find myself getting down to get the better shot.  
An easy trick to overlook – Have the sun at your back. The light will 
improve the image quality.”

BIG TIP: Do not be stingy with treats. When you want the dog to sit or move to take photos, always reward good 
behavior. So that the dog does not lose the fun of it.  My last tip is to make unusual noises to get the dog’s attention. 

Quacking around or clicking your tongue, you have to find the 
right noise so that the dog is attentive but doesn’t come running       
straight away.”  

©Simone SikiSaki©Simone SikiSaki

©Simone SikiSaki
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The last week in September, I received a phone call from Dr. Mary Burch, the AKC Family Dog Director. She was 
calling to inform me that we (my little Australian Terrier, Maddie, and I) had won the 2022 AKC National Trick 
Dog Competition. 

I was thrilled, excited and a little bit in disbelief that our video “Dogwart’s School of Witchcraft” was judged the 
top video out of 152 videos entered.  Australian Terriers were well represented, with Maddie winning the top 
prize and Pat Goshorn and her Australian Terrier, Bekka, placing in the top 20.

This was the third year we entered the competition. In 2019, the inaugural year, we placed in the top 20 with our 
video “The Cat in The Hat”. We missed the 2020 competition when Maddie was recovering from an iliopsoas 
injury. Last year, 2021, we were semifinalists (top three) with our video “The Grinch”.

Before last year’s competition winner was even announced, I was working on ideas for this year’s competition.  
We (Maddie and I) had made a short little Halloween video last year. Of course, my grandkiddles were all into 
Harry Potter, so I combined the two ideas and “Dogwart’s School of Witchcraft” was born. The story follows 
naughty little orphan, Maddie Moo, realizing her dream of becoming a witch after attending Dogwart’s.

Maddie already knew many of the tricks (packing her bag and stacking cups to name a few) I just had to find a 
way to incorporate them into the story. When I thought of new and unique tricks to add to the story, I would 
teach them to Maddie, such as sidestepping over water (yes, there really was water in the bin that she crossed 
over) and her wand waving and tapping. Maddie performed 21 tricks in her six-minute video. 

Tricks are Maddie’s absolutely favorite things to do. From a little puppy on, Maddie has picked up new behaviors 
easily. When she was about 6 months old we took a tricks class.  Our instructor said that Maddie was the best she 
had ever seen at figuring out what I wanted her to do.  She still loves learning new tricks and every night she lets 
me know that she wants to “work” and I usually oblige. Tricks are a great way to keep her mind sharp.

Want to develop a great bond with your dog? Teach and do tricks with your dog. Maddie is so in-tuned to me 
that sometimes it seems like she can read my mind and sometimes I forget that she actually can’t.

Maddie has accomplished so much performance-wise overcoming a few difficult obstacles. Shortly after she 
turned a year old, she was diagnosed with Legg-Calve-Perthes and needed Femoral Head Ostectomy (FHO) 
surgery. She also went through a period of extreme noise sensitivity.  Her rehab exercises were treated as tricks. 
In both cases, tricks were the foundation for months of recovery. 

This win was especially sweet this year.  It is Maddie’s last year competing. She just turned 10 years old and is 
starting to show her age.  I’m sure she would gladly give her all another year but, it’s time for her to retire. And 
you just can’t beat retiring on top.

“Maddie”
ARCHX TDGCH Dunham Lake Maid In Wisconsin CDX PCDX BN RE SWN SWHDN CGC TKE CD-

CRL3-AOE RL1X RL2X RATI

*To view the “Dogwart’s School of Witchcraft” video, go to my YouTube page under Muriel McMullen

Winning the 2022 AKC 
Trick Dog Competition

By Muriel McMullen
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 Think of the overall picture you are presenting to the judges

 Be creative and unique

 Start thinking of ideas early so you have time to train any new tricks, make props and create your story line

 Don’t take the tricks from the AKC lists so literally 
Do you know how many piano playing or hoop jumping dogs the judges have to watch?

Put a unique spin on a trick. Instead of your dog playing the piano, think of another way for your dog to do the action but 
with something other than a piano.

 Think about unique tricks, something the judges haven’t seen before.  Make sure the difficulty is there but also 
make sure your dog is safe.

 Judges like to see that your dogs are able to work some tricks at a distance

 Practice each trick separately until they are solid. But don’t drill, no more than three reps at a time

 Once tricks are solid put a few tricks together in the order they will be performed.  But always go back randomly 
and do tricks separately to keep them fun and precise

 Don’t practice your whole routine until you are just about to video.  Then run through it once or twice before 
videoing

 Before you video, walk through and do the routine without your dog.  You will get the flow and find the best place 
for you to stand to direct your dog.

 Video more than once but never back-to-back. Six minutes is a long time for a dog to perform and you don’t want 
your dog to lose their enthusiasm.  One video a day is good. You can still practice random tricks separately.

 You probably will never get an error free video. If you do, run with it!! Otherwise just chose the best one. Our dogs 
will seem to forget tricks that they did perfectly many times before. That’s okay, they are not robots. We don’t do the same 

things the same way every time either.

 Have fun!!! Your dog should look like tricks are the best thing in the world.  Judges want to see the connection 
between you and your dog

tiPS to HelP you PrePAre For tHe AKC nAtionAl 
triCK Dog ComPetition
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TRICK CORNER
Teach: Wave Bye-bye
With your dog sitting, face him and have him  
shake hands.
Praise and reward. 

Saying “Bye-bye shake,” extend your hand, higher 
than you’d normally shake hands so he will stretch up 
a bit to reach your hand.  
Your dog will naturally ‘wave’  or paw at your hand.  
More praise and reward. 

Just as he reaches your hand with his paw, withdraw 
your hand slightly so he really has to stretch, and can 
barely reach your hand, say “Bye-bye.” 
 
You are teaching him a higher and higher  
wave motion.  

Praise and reward. 

Progressively pull your hand back, just as your dog 
reaches but cannot touch your hand. 

At the moment your dog ‘waves,’   you respond “Good, 
Great,” so he understands the desired behavior  
is a wave. 

Praise, reward, touch and smile.    

Verbal cue: Bye-bye

Visual cue 
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Aussie BragsAussie Brags

Reese, Alinta Loch Reese’s Piece of Ryba, earned 
her Bronze Grand Championship 

September 7, 2022.
For the show year 2021, she was the #1 Bitch in 

Canine Chronicles Breed Standings!
Shown by Teresa Cleland.

Owner: Scott Pruter & Carol Harriman

“Daria” 
CH Braedeen’s Just A Pinch of Cinnamon 

Getting her Champion. 
She is out of GCHB Aka Inu Witchblade Red Sonya and 

GCHB Aka Inu Corrado.
Breeder/Owner Handler -- Dana Dean

“Poppy” 
GCH CH Benayr Lets Go Little Darlin FDC CGCA 

TKN ATT
Best of Breed and two selects

Lake Drake Cluster - Vallejo, CA
Judge:  Charlotte Patterson
Owner:  Charlene Rainville

“Magic”  
 Camaroo I Put a Spell on You - Mystic Lights                                                            

Best of Winners , her 2nd 3 pt Major                                            
Lake/Drake Cluster - Vallejo, CA 

Judge:  Vandra Huber
Owners: Charlene Rainville & Laurie Moore
Breeders:  Carole Morse & Ellison Armfield 
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‘Reggie” 
Braedeen’s White Rhythm and Blues 

Getting his second major at Montgomery County Kennel 
Club. He had just turned 6 months old. 
Breeder/Owner Handler -- Dana Dean

Aussie BragsAussie Brags

Montgomery Co. KC 10/9/22
 ATCA Supported Entry 

Marblearch Samabel Opalescent 
Judge: Christine Erickson

Owner/breeders: Patricia Zupan and Alexa Samarotto 

GrandCh.S Samabel Hot Fudge Sundae
Best of Breed - Raritan Valley Australian Terrier Club 

Specialty at Hatboro Dog Club
10/7/22

Judge-Richard Powell
Owners/Breeders-Alexa Samarotto and Claudia Coleman

Handler- Madeline Peterson 

Finished CH at Hatboro with 
Judge Richard Powell. Then went on to earn 2-5 point 

majors for GCH at Devon and Montgomery.  Presented 
by Catherine Pikul.

CH Temora Pizza Bianca At Toga
Owners:  Jim & Sue Gersin
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New Title -- BCAT*
CH Temora Gone Rogue At Ryba

“ROPER”
Owners:  Sue Bachman, Teresa Schreeder, & Teresa Cleland

*pending AKC approval

Aussie BragsAussie Brags

GCH Tidewalker Epsilon Grace 
“Gracie”

Group 2 in Port Alberni BC
Thank you to Judge  Cesar Gutierrez Perez of Mexico and 

our Handler Michelle Yeadon 
Breeders/Owners: Caren Holtby, Alan Hannebauer 
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UP COMING EVENTS

2023
Supported Entries

January 5 & 6  Desert Empire All Terrier
      Palm Springs, CA
January 5  Obedience & Rally Sponsored  
              by ATCA
     Palm Springs, CA
January 7 & 8  Kennel Club of Palm Springs
    Palm Springs, CA

April 13 & 14  Northern California Terrier Assoc
    Lodi, CA
April 15 & 16  Sacramento Kennel Club
    Lodi, CA
May 5   Raritan Valley Australian Terrier  
    Club Supports Garden   
    State Kennel Club
May 7 & 8  Trenton Kennel Club
    Trenton, NJ

May 11-14  Rio Grande Kennel Club
    Albuquerque, NM

August 18 & 19  Carolina Terrier Association
    Greenville, SC 

September 9   Australian Terrier Club of 
    Colorado Regional
September 10 & 11 Evergreen Kennel Club
    Evergreen, CO

October 5  Raritan Valley Australian Terrier  
    Club Regional
October 6  Raritan VATC supports Hatboro
October 7  Devon
October 8  Montgomery Kennel Club
    PA

ATCA National Specialty Week

June 27 - July 2
Colorado Springs, CO

For updates visit AustralianTerrier.org
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MJPB Master Bronze Jumper 
  Preferred
MJPS Master Silver Jumper 
  Preferred
MX Master Agility Excellent
MXB Master Bronze Agility
MXC Master Century Agility
MXG Master Gold Agility
MXJ Master Excellent Jumper
MXP Master Agility Excellent 
  Preferred
MXPB Master Bronze Agility 
  Preferred
MXS Master Silver Agility
NA Novice Agility
NAJ Novice Agility Jumper
NAP Novice Agility Preferred
NF Agility FAST Novice
NFP Agility FAST Novice Preferred
NJP National Agility Jumper 
  Preferred
OA Open Agility
OAJ Open Agility Jumper
OAP Open Agility Preferred
OF Agility FAST Open
OFP Agility FAST Open Preferred
OGM Obedience Grand Master
OJP Open Agility Jumper Preferred 
OM Obedience Master
OTCH Obedience Trial Champion
PACH Preferred Agility Champion
PAX Preferred Agility Excellent
PCD Preferred Companion Dog
PCDX Preferred Companion Dog  
  Excellent
PUTD Preferred Utility Dog Excellent
RA Rally Advanced
RACH Rally Champion
RAE Rally Advanced Excellent
RATCH Barn Hunt Champion
RATM Barn Hunt Master
RATN Novice Barn Hunt
RATO Open Barn Hunt
RATS Senior Barn Hunt
RE Rally Excellent
RI Rally Intermediate

RM Rally Master
RN Rally Novice
SBA Scent Work Buried Advanced
SBE Scent Work Buried Excellent
SBN Scent Work Buried Novice
SCA Scent Work Container 
  Advance
SCE Scent Work Container 
  Excellent
SCM Scent Work Container Master
SCN Scent Work Container Novice
SCNE Scent Work Container Novice  
  Elite
SE Senior Earthdog
SEA Scent Work Exterior Advanced
SEE Scent Work Exterior Excellent
SEM Scent Work Exterior Master
SEN Scent Work Exterior Novice
SHDN Scent Work Handler 
  Discrimination Novice
SIA Scent Work Interior Advance
SIE Scent Work Interior Excellent
SIM Scent Work Interior Master
SIN Scent Work Interior Novice
SWA Scent Work Advanced
SWE Scent Work Excellent
SWN Scent Work Novice
T2BP Time 2 Beat Preferred - Agility
TD Tracking Dog
TDX Tracking Dog Excellent
THD Therapy Dog
THDA Therapy Dog Advanced 
THDD Distinguished Therapy Dog
THDN Therapy Dog Novice
THDX Therapy Dog Excellent
TKA Trick Dog Advanced 
TKE Trick Dog Elite Performer
TKI Trick Dog Intermediate
TKN Trick Dog Novice
TKP Trick Dog Performer
UD Utility Dog
UDX Utility Dog Excellent
VCD1 Versatile Companion Dog 
VER Versatility 
VHMP Unknown
VSWB Virtual Scent Work Beginners

ACT1 Agility Course Test 1
ACT2 Agility Course Test 2
AJP Excellent Agility   
  Jumper Preferred
ATT AKC Temperment Test
AX Excellent Agility 
AXJ Excellent Agility Jumper
AXP Excellent Agility Preferred 
BCAT Fast Coursing 
BN Beginning Novice
CA Coursing Ability
CAA Coursing Ability Advanced
CAX Coursing Ability Excellent
CD Companion Dog
CDX Companion Dog Excellent
CGC Canine Good Citizen
CGCA Advanced Canine   
  Good Citizen 
CGCU Canine Good Citizen Urban
CH Champion
CZ8B Crazy 8 Bronze
CZ8G Crazy 8 Gold
CZ8P Crazy 8 Platnium
CZ8S Crazy 8 Silver
DCAT Fast CAT 500 points
DJ Dock Junior
DM Dock Master
DMA Dock Master Advance
DS Dock Senior
DSA Dock Senior Advance
EE Endurance Earthdog
FCAT Fast Cat
FDC	 Farm	Dog	Certified
GCH Grand Champion
GCHB Grand Champion Bronze
GCHG Grand Champion Gold
GCHS Grand Champion Silver
GN Graduate Novice
GO Graduate Open
JE Junior Earthdog
MACH Master Agility Champion
ME Master Earthdog
MJB Master Bronze Jumper
MJC Master Century Jumper
MJG Master Gold Jumper
MJP Master Jumper Preferred

Titles and Definitions 
that Aussies have earned as of 2021
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 This is a listing of New Titles PROVIDED BY AKC
Reports Dated October and November, 2022

AKC New Titles
Data from AKC October Report

August 2022

Champion

CH Camaroo Blue Ridge Revival
Owners:  Vicki McKee & Jennifer Sousa
Breeders:  Carole Morse & Ellison Armfield
Date Titled:  8/21/2022

CH Firewalker’s Dark And Stormy
Owner/Breeder:  Dr. Grace Massey
Date Titled:  8/19/2022

CH Razmataz Oliver Blues Supreme Dream
Owners:  eff Garber & Barbel Post
Breeder:  Barbel Post
Date Titled:  8/26/2022

CH Roachan’s Snicker’s Attack
Owners/Breeders:  Ann Roache & Gayle Roache
Date Titled:  8/20/2022

Grand Champion Silver

GCHS CH Samabel Hot Fudge Sundae
Owners/Breeders:  Alexa Samarotto & 
 Claudia C Coleman
Date Titled:  8/20/2022

Grand Champion Gold

GCHG CH Horrieglen Dare To Dream FDC CA BCAT   
 CGC TKN ATT
Owner:  Barbel Post
Breeders:  TJ Fenton & Diane Fenton
Date Titled:  8/25/2022

Beginner Novice

Dreamtime’s Master Gamer BN RN CGCA TKE   
 VHMP
Owner:  Patricia Goshorn
Breeder:  Marilyn Y Harban
Date Titled:  8/6/2022

Rally Intermediate

Benayr Bringing Down The House RI SWA CGC
Owner:  Constance Everett
Breeder:  Susan M Bentley
Date Titled:  8/14/2022

Farm Dog Certified

GCH CH Ryba’s Precious Penelope FDC RATCHX3   
 CZ8P2 CGC TKI
Owners:  Virgil Silver & Margy Silver
Breeders:  Susan Bachman & Teresa Schreeder
Date Titled:  8/7/2022

Open Agility Jumper Preferred

GCH CH The Farm’s Spirit Walker’s Grace CD RM NAP  
 OJP CA FCAT CGC TKN ATT
Owners:  Diana Wilkie & Michelle Bell
Breeder:  Sheila Dunn
Date Titled:  8/7/2022

BCAT 

Adelaide Tuttle BCAT TKI
Owner:  Nancy Tuttle
Date Titled:  8/26/2022

GCH CH Aka Inu Merrigang Call Me Crazy ME 
 BCAT TKN
Owners:  Dr. Heather Mary Rife D.V.M. & Kim Occhiutti
Breeder:  Kim Occhiuti
Date Titled:  8/26/2022

Benayr Iluka BCAT
Owner:  Nancy Lee Tuttle Ret.
Breeder:  Susan M Bentley
Date Titled:  8/26/2022
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Canine Good Citizen

Dragonfly’s Stella Rosa At Bluquo CGC
Owners:  Erica Weaver & Susan Mason
Breeders:  Ms. Susan S Mason & Rita Farmer & 
 Chandler Abel & Juwan Burrow
Date Titled:  3/26/2022

Advanced Canine Good Citizen

Dreamtime’s Master Gamer RN CGCA TKE VHMP
Owner:  Patricia Goshorn
Breeder:  Marilyn Y Harban
Date Titled:  7/30/2022

Barn Hunt Champion X3

GCH CH Ryba’s Precious Penelope RATCHX3 CZ8P2   
 CGC TKI
Owners:  Virgil Silver & Margy Silver
Breeders:  Susan Bachman & Teresa Schreeder
Date Titled:  7/23/2022

Data from AKC November Report

Champion

CH Dreamtime’s Guns And Roses
Owner:  Julie Payne
Breeders:  Marilyn Y Harban & Rita Farmer
Date Titled:  9/16/2022

CH Grand-Lares Kaledos Sudden Impact TKI
Owners:  Shelene Costello & Mr. Jose Franceschi
Breeders:   Jose Franceschi & Dalila Mendez & 
 Luis Santana
Date Titled:  9/18/2022

CH Kiaya’s Tidewalker Ryba That’s Amore
Owners: Susan Bachman & Teresa Schreeder & 
 Caren Holtby & Alan Hannebaner
Breeders:  Jennifer Rogers
Date Titled:  9/18/2022

Grand Champion Bronze

GCHB CH Alinta Loch Reese’s Piece Of Ryba
Owners:  M Scott Pruter & Carol Harriman
Breeders:  Susan Bachman & Teresa Schreeder & 
 Kathleen Mayich & David Mayich
Date Titled:  9/17/2022

GCHB CH Roachan’s Park Place
Owners/Breeders:  Ann Roache & Gayle Roache
Date Titled:  9/10/2022

Companion Dog Excellent

CH Temora One Way Ticket CDX BN GN
Owner:  Cindy Burgess
Breeders:  Julie Seaton & Terri Steinmetz & Vicki McKee  
 & Jennifer Sousa & Jacqueline Johnson
Date Titled:  9/24/2022

Novice Agility Jumper

CH Take5 Love Me Tender NAJ
Owners:  Nancy Wentworth & Dr. Heather Rife
Breeders:  Karen Drumm & Eva Campbell & Heather Rife
Date Titled:  9/5/2022

FCAT

Dunham Lake Contender’s Mr. Jax FCAT RATM CZ8P   
 CGCA TKI
Owners:  Cynthia Petti & Theresa Goiffon
Breeders:  Theresa Goiffon & Eleanor Goiffon & 
 Lydia Goiffon Hetfeld
Date Titled:  9/9/2022

Coursing Ability Advanced

Dunham Lake We’Ve Got A Contender CAA FCAT3
Owner:  Ronald Michalec
Breeders:  Theresa Goiffon & Eleanor Goiffon & 
 Lydia Goiffon Hetfeld
Date Titled:  9/18/2022

Canine Good Citizen

Firewalker’s The Force Awakens CGC
Owners:  Gaynell Dorrance & Joy Porter
Breeders:  Dr. Grace Massey
Date Titled:  9/15/2022

Trick Dog Novice

Heartland Taikalook Take Five TKN
Owners:  PJ Hiebert & Christopher Chapman
Breeders:  Christopher Paul Chapman
Date Titled:  9/4/2022
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Aussie Amble 
in Victoria and 

Naniamo BC 

Get out and promote the Breed
Show people the Australian Terrier

Walk past coffee houses, shopping areas 
and then into parks 

Have fun with other owners, share 
Aussie Stories Share health and training 

ideas 

Tell people about the breed
We want it to last 100 more years and 

more !! 

Email: caren@tidewalker.ca for your 
own logo ! 

Send photos of your Ausse Amble
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ATCA New Web Site – https://australianterrier.org/ 

The ATCA website has been updated and is now ready for you to check it out.   There is a search function so if 
you have no idea what category you may be looking for – try the search feature which is on the far right of the 
royal blue menu bar.

This newly designed website site is not only to keep one updated on what is going on with the Australian Terrier 
Club of America but to showcase the Aussie to those who are seeking information on the breed.  The following 
is a listing of some of the different areas or items that you may find.  For example  The 50th Commemorative in 
its entirety is now available to look at and read.  

• The ATCA Breeder Directory listed by state with Aussies available for placement and any litters expected  
  within the coming month as well as finding a responsible breeder.
• Information about puppy proofing your home and yard, a listing of plants that are hazardous (toxic)  
  to dogs, and a “Beware” page with the many common items from around the house that are toxic  
  to puppies and adults.
• Pages with information about Australian Terrier Health, Grooming, and the Breed Standard as well as  
  pages about the history of the Australian Terrier and the ATCA,
• There is a bibliography of books about the Australian Terrier.
• Information about the various activities you can do with your Aussie..
• The About ATCA menu items includes multiple items such as Officers, minutes, By-laws, Lifetime  
  Members and Memorials.
• Upcoming Events with the dates, location. 
• There is a Main Menu items for Awards.  There are guidelines and forms to complete for each award as  
  well as lists of past award recipients.
• Check out the Gallery of photo collages of ATCA members from various National Specialties from 
  years past.
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• The Members Only area is the only Main Menu area that requires login to access.  The Talkabout Archive   
  goes back to 2008 and is available for ATCA members to select an issue to review online.
• Aussie Store where items can be purchased, payments, and donations. 

Not only does ATCA have this new updated website, the ATCA is also on:
Facebook:    https://www.facebook.com/AustralianTerrierClubOfAmerica    This Facebook page also shares 
National Specialty information, pet food recall announcements, notices of health information pertaining to 
Aussies, changes in AKC policies & procedures affecting dogs shows and/or performance events,  Monday 
Memes (fun photos of Aussies being Aussies), and monthly Holiday photos

YouTube:  https://studio.youtube.com/channel/UCzrHC-dnPGgKVPcPaOxtgDQ/playlists .  
The ATCA playlist includes:  Live Stream Videos of the 2020, 2021, 2022 National Specialties, Barn Hunt training 
and competition videos, slideshow videos of the 2020 & 2021 Monday Meme photos, the 2022 National Specialty 
Education Day Presentation and more videos to come in the future.    
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1. ONIONS AND GARLIC
Another set of popular Thanksgiving ingredients, onions and garlic, are dangerous for your dog to get a hold of. All 
members of the onion family contain compounds that can damage your dog’s red blood cells and Garlic tends to be more 
toxic. Both can lead to anemia if ingesting in sufficient quantities and contrary to popular belief cooking them does not 
change that fact.

2. BAKING ESSENTIALS: CHOCOLATE, DOUGH, AND BATTER
Keeping your dog out of the kitchen while you prepare those delicious Thanksgiving desserts is a smart idea. Even small 
amounts of chocolate can harm them, and dough can actually rise inside of their bellies, which causes stomach pain for 
your precious pooch. Spare batter contains uncooked eggs, which are always a risk for Salmonella, something both you and 
your dog will want to avoid.

3. ALCOHOL
Most dogs love the taste of alcohol, but no type of alcohol is good for them. Even small amounts of alcohol, especially beer, 
can cause life threatening toxicity. The hops in beer can cause an elevated body temperature, racing heart, vomiting, and 
sometimes even death in dogs. Resist the urge to share your adult  beverage with your dog, and you will avoid unnecessary 
suffering and illness.

4. NUTMEG
Sweet potatoes and pumpkin, in appropriate doses, are a healthy treat for your dog. But you will want to take special 
precautions and make sure that neither of those have nutmeg on them before feeding. Nutmeg can cause seizures if your 
dog consumes it alone or as an ingredient in sweet potatoes or pumpkin, and in extreme cases can even lead to death.

5. COOKED BONES
Many may think that giving your dog the bone from the turkey or ham is an excellent way to include them in the holiday 
meal, but cooked bones prove to be more dangerous than they are delicious. Cooked bones could splinter inside your dog’s 
digestive tract and cause major internal problems. Avoid leaving cooked bones anywhere near your dog’s reach, and quickly 
dispose of any leftovers after the meal to avoid a costly trip to the vet and an unpleasant experience for your dog.

6. NUTS
 Macadamia nuts and walnuts are especially dangerous for dogs to consume. They can cause a toxic reaction within 12 
hours of ingesting them, which consists of vomiting, an inability to stand, and tremors. Symptoms usually go away, but it 
can sometimes lead to deadly shock.

7. SAGE
This popular holiday seasoning tastes delicious in stuffing and on the turkey, but it actually contains essential oils that are 
dangerous for your dog and can cause indigestion and an upset stomach.

8. TURKEY SKIN  
 Turkey is a given at almost every Thanksgiving feast and you probably wouldn’t think of this one as bad. But aside from 
being high in fat, it is also covered with butter, spices, marinades, and oils that were used to cook the turkey. These are very 
hard for your dog to digest. It’s best to resist the urge to let your dog eat the turkey scraps that get left behind after carving, 
even though they may have a dynamite begging face.

Thanksgiving Warnings
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It's beginning to look a lot like Christmas, and boy are your dogs excited! They may not understand why you put a tree 
up, hung new decorations, and why the house always smells of fresh cookies, but they can certainly feel the excitement. 
Holiday traditions are something we all look forward to, so this year, start some new ones with your favorite canine 
companion.

Hang a Stocking Just For Them 
Hanging Christmas stockings upon the fireplace is a classic tradition that your dog can be a part of. You can purchase 
doggie stockings at most pet stores, but you can also make one yourself! It might be best to wait until the day of 
Christmas before adding any yummy treats in there. Dogs have the best noses around, so there’s a chance they could get 
into their stocking while you’re not looking. 

Make Doggie Holiday Treats
It's not Christmas time if you're not treating yourself to some delicious holiday cookies and desserts on a regular basis. 
While giving your dogs bites of your own sweets may seem like a generous offer, they may contain ingredients that 
aren't good for your dog. Now, that doesn't mean your pup has to miss out on the fun, it just means they need their 
own treats! Try baking Lemons & Basil's doggie holiday cookies, featuring Sweet Potatoes, or check out Care.com's 9 
Christmas Dog Treat Recipes for delicious treats you can make in your own kitchen. 

Get Them Their Own Christmas Tree 
While you’re hunting for the perfect Christmas tree, consider picking out a small one for your pup! Place it near their 
dog bed as an adorable addition to your home.  Note: Be aware of your dog’s chewing habits and make sure they don’t 
bother the tree. If you find that your dog likes to chew up the branches, it may be best to place their tree on a table or 
put a small fence/gate around it.  

Add Them to Your Christmas Card 
Sending out Christmas cards to friends and family? Don’t forget to add your dog’s name! Did you know that 70% of 
dog owners say they add their dogs’ names to holiday cards? Dogs are an important part of the family and we’re sure 
they’d love to be part of the Christmas cheer.

Go Look at Christmas Lights 
Grab the winter jackets, hot cocoa, and leash, it's time to go check out your neighborhood’s Christmas lights! It’s great, 
quality time with the family that your dog can be a part of, plus it’s a wonderful exercise for them and a potty break 
isn't too bad either. 

Donate to Your Local Shelter
December is the season of giving, and there are shelter animals all over the world in need of food, warmth, and love. If 
your dog has any intact toys they weren't interested in, dog beds, or unopened food, bring them to your local shelter and 
donate them to dogs in need. If you're wanting to do an even larger donation, call your local shelter and ask what items 
they're desperately searching for. Here are some of the top items most rescues seek:

Holiday Movie Marathon 
Baby, it's cold outside...so let's stay in and have a Holiday movie marathon! Throw on your Christmas pajamas, turn on 
the Christmas lights, grab yours and your dog's favorite snacks, and enjoy a night in watching some holiday classics. 

Dress Them in a Holiday Sweater 
Everyone loves to show off a cute holiday sweater, especially your dog! Let them feel special with a new Christmas 
sweater, or fashion one of your old sweaters to make it wearable for them. Trust us, they are going to look adorable.

Photos With Santa 
Photos with Santa are fun for kids, but can be even more fun for pups! Search for dog-friendly Santa meetings in your 
area to get the perfect holiday photo. Plus, every dog deserves to meet Santa!

Spoil Them With Gifts
Odds are your dog has been a very good boy or girl this year, so show them some love with new toys, a dog bed, or 
yummy treats. Your dog will love the surprise on Christmas day and will love ripping up the wrapping paper even more. 

Christmas Traditions

Red Barn
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Having a dog-friendly New Year’s Eve requires using common sense first! Always keep an eye on your dog during the 
evening and be extra attentive when fireworks, noise and loud music increase. 

Make sure your dog gets plenty of physical activity.
One way to ensure that your dog will be more relaxed and calm on New Year’s Eve is to tire them out a bit during the 
day. Take your regular dog walks, and go a bit further or on a more uphill path than you normally would. Track your 
dog’s physical activity with an activity monitor for dogs to ensure they get enough exercise. This way, your dog will be 
calm and more likely to have a good sleep in the evening.

Be extra careful during dog walks outdoors.
It’s important to be extra careful while walking your dog, since some people test out fireworks ahead of New Year’s 
Eve, or set them off even before it’s dark out. As mentioned above, loud noises (especially a sudden bang) might scare 
your dog and trigger their instinct to run away. So keep your dog on a leash, and make sure their collar ID tag and GPS 
tracker are properly attached. In case your dog bolts, you’ll be able to track and find them with the help of your tracker.

Create a safe space for your dog indoors.
As a general rule, keep your dog inside. If you are hosting someone for New Year’s Eve, think ahead and dedicate a 
room or a confined space to your dog. Fill the space with your dog’s bed sheets – some food, if you wish – and other 
familiar items. This room will be your dog’s safe place during the evening. If you have plans to be somewhere, it would 
be best to find a friend or family member (with more relaxed New Year’s Eve plans) and ask them to look after your 
dog for the evening. Together, they can watch TV or listen to some relaxing music and enjoy a peaceful New Year’s Eve 
together.
Did you know? Dogs can hear four times as well as humans. So fireworks, firecrackers, and the like may cause extreme 
stress in your furry friend. If possible, take your dog to a quiet place, away from the party or fireworks. If they could, 
your dog would thank you for it.

Keep up routines involving sleep, food and water.
Always make sure that your dog has access to water and food. Keep to their daily routines, and try to make sure your 
dog goes to sleep at their usual time. Routines will help a dog to feel safe and secure. By doing this, your dog will feel 
more relaxed and less inclined to run off if scared. Above all, make sure to feed your furry friend in calm moments to 
avoid the risk of swallowing or choking.

Keep your dog away from dangerous substances.
Keep in mind that on this day, there might be unusual substances around which are actually toxic to your dog – so don’t 
forget to protect your dog from these dog poisons. Dangerous substances include:
 Alcohol, Fireworks, sparklers, Chocolate, Cigarettes, drugs including second hand marijuana smoke, Chemicals,  
  Toxic houseplants, Salty snacks, Meat with bones
Keep your dog away from the firework festivities. Your dog might get hurt or accidentally poisoned. And do not let 
your dog ingest any alcohol, human foods, or drugs. Dogs who have consumed alcohol may become lethargic, vomit, 
have difficulty walking, or even experience drops to blood pressure and body temperature.

Keep your dog busy.
Dogs are very curious animals. To counter the excitement and bustle of New Year’s Eve, find alternative ways to 
entertain your dog. Try buying a new toy; if a dog has something new to play with, they are far less likely to care about 
what’s going on around them.

Spend quality time together.
Try to spend as much time with your dog on New Year’s Eve as you can. Since they are likely to be frightened on this 
day, be sure that when you engage with your dog, you do so calmly.
 Reassure your dog and keep them entertained.
That way, you can ensure a smooth and successful New Year’s Eve for both you and your furry friend.
Now that you know what to do on New Year’s Eve to keep your dog safe and sound – we wish you a lovely holiday 
celebration

HAPPY NEW YEAR

How To Celebrate New Year’s Eve
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The AKC is committed to improving and maintaining the fitness and health of all dogs and their owners.

AKC FIT DOG titles were designed to provide a structured, individualized fitness plan that you and your dog can 
do together.   

There are 3 levels of AKC fitness titles – Bronze, Silver and Gold.  Each title requires a specific number of activity 
points to be completed, which varies based on title level.

Within each level, there are 6 categories of activities to choose from to earn your points.  Detail for each category 
appear in the Participant Guide.

AKC FITNESS TITLE CATEGORIES

AKC FIT DOG Course
Runs (community runs such as a Turkey Trot, Spring Scurry, etc.)

Walks and Hikes (Independent or Group)
Unique to you and your dog (e.g., swimming, Parkour)

AKC title that is fitness related (e.g., FAST CAT, agility
AKC Parent Club Performance Titled (e.g., pack dog, sledding)

AKC FITNESS LEVELS

Bronze
Silver
Gold

For each of the 3 levels of titles, a minimum number of points must be earned in at least 2 categories for the title 
to be awarded.

AKC FIT DOG titles are noncompetitive, and dog owners may choose different activities to earn titles.  Titles will 
officially launch in January 2023, but we invite you to start participating and recording your activities now to be 
able to submit your documentation as soon as they launch.

HOW TO GET STARTED

• Begin by reviewing the AKC FIT DOG Checklists.  Each variation of checklist (Gold, Silver, Bronze) requires 
various levels of commitment, so it is important to evaluate which level is best suited for you and your dog’s 
activity level.

• Next, with the checklist in hand, take a look at the Particiant Guide and review the program’s rules.
• After reviewing the participant guide and checklist. You must now decide which activities you and your dog 

would like to complete to earn your title (ie, FIT DOG Course, Walks, Swimming, etc)
• Once you have completed your specific activities you can fill out the title forms.
• Submit the Title application, checklist and required documentation to https://www.apps.akc.org/title-

application-portal/

Check out AKC FIT DOG PROGRAM for complete details

WELCOME TO AKC FIT DOG TITLES
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Health Updates
Teresa Schreeder, Health Committee

OFA ID    Name    Reg #

BASIC CARDIAC  
AUT-BCA3/25M/P-VPI  CAMAROO’S BOBBING IN THE MARSH  RN35253001

DM  
AUT-DM84/23M-PI  CAMAROO’S BOBBING IN THE MARSH  RN35253001
      
EYE  
AUT-EYE223/34F-VPI  ALINTA LOCH REESE’S PIECE OF RYBA  RN34217303
AUT-EYE224/24F-VPI  DREAMTIME’S ALCHEMIST OF ASCENSION RN35368304
AUT-EYE227/25F-VPI  HORRIEGLEN MY RYBAS DRUMMER  RN35542701
AUT-EYE225/20M-VPI DREAMTIME’S GUNS AND ROSES   RN35898707
AUT-EYE226/14F-VPI  TEMORA TALK DIRTY TO ME   RN36731902
AUT-EYE228/11M-VPI BLUQUO’S HAPPY HOUR    RN37373702
  
PATELLAS  
    CAMAROO’S BOBBING IN THE MARSH  RN35253001
AUT-PA348/14F/P-VPI  BENAYR NOT SO FAST    RN36434706

THYROID  
AUT-TH312/22F-VPI  TIDEWALKER FAERIE RIVER   HS4058766
AUT-TH311/24F-VPI  THE FARMS PASSWORD FORBIDDEN ZONE RN35167802
AUT-TH309/23M-VPI  DREAMTIME’S MILLIONAIRE   RN35368306
AUT-TH-313/25F-VPI  HORRIEGLEN MY RYBAS DRUMMER  RN35542701
AUT-TH310/12M-VPI  THE FARMS SMOKING RING  OF FIRE  RN36653102

CANINE HEALTH  
163991    FIREWALKER’S NORTON COMMANDO 
     O’WAGDDOG     RN32636201
173116    ALINTA LOCH REESE’S PIECE OF RYBA  RN34217303

                                             CANINE HEALTH INFORMATION CENTER 
    
PARENT CLUB REPORTING: AUSTRALIAN TERRIER CLUB OF AMERICA   
CHIC NUMBERS ISSUED OR UPDATED: Q3- 2022                          
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THE TALKABOUT

FANTASTIC OFFER OPEN TO ALL 

ATCA MEMBERS.   
FULL COLOR PAGE ADS -- $100 

(Excluding the Front and Back Covers)

ATCA Members 
Don’t be left out.   Now is the time to renew your 

“Hard Copy” subscription for the calendar year 2023.
  

Domestic Rate --$32 for calendar year 2023.  
Foreign Rate -- $50.00

Non-ATCA Members
Electronic Rate is $25 for calendar year 2023

Hard Copy is $42
Hard Copy Foreign is $60

Payment Method
Australianterrier.org/Aussiestore using Paypal

Paypal Direct -- ATCAstorekeeper@yahoo.com
Check payable to ATCA, mail to 42742 Lemonwood St, Fremont, CA 94538
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  Rank                                            Name        Sex         MPH1.                   
1. GCH CH Amawalk Wish Upon A Star RN CAX FCAT20 SWNSCNE  Dog         23.09 

  RATN CGC TKP        
   2 Noosa Tuttle BCAT         Bitch 22.78
   3 CH Killara's Rock The Red Legacy CAX BCAT RATN CGC    Bitch 21.06
   4 Benayr IIuka BCAT         Dog 20.41
   5 The Farms Start The Game AX MXJ OF BCAT     Dog 20.32
   6 CH Killara Legend Of The Jersey Devil CA BCATVHMA    Bitch 20.21
   7 Dunham Lake We'VeGot A Contender CAA FCAT3     Dog 20.20
   8 CH Killara Dance WithThe Devil BCAT      Dog 19.45
   9 Adelaide Tuttle BCAT TKI        Bitch 19.39
  10 Samabel Ruff Act To Follow At Redwing RN BCAT     Dog 19.19
  11 Dunham Lake Contender's Mr. Jax FCAT RATM CZ8P CGCA TKI   Dog 18.25
  12 GCH CH Aka lnu Merrigang Call Me Crazy MEBCAT TKN   Bitch 17.97
  13 Dunham Lake The Heat Is On BCAT       Dog 17.63
  14 Benayr New Kid In Town@Johmanda BCAT      Dog 17.59
  15 GCHB CH Shastakin Killara's Flying Eureka' BCAT RATN    Bitch 16.56
  16 CH Heartland Nuk'Em From Orbit BCAT      Bitch 14.45

AKC Fast Cat Standings

October 19, 2022
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Front & Finish® 2021 Rally Masters Rating System Compiled by Dave Pluth The Front & Finish® Rally Rating Sys-
tems purport that teams placing in each class are the best performers and as such comparisons of teams should include 
only these participants. This system ranks dogs placing first through fourth in AKC all breed Rally Masters classes. Dogs 
participating in other classes are not included in this report. Among teams that place in a Masters Class at a given trial, 
one point is earned for each dog defeated. For example in a class of twenty competing teams the first place winner would 
earn 19 points as it defeated this number of other dogs. The team in second place would receive 18 points, the third place 
team would earn 17 points, and the fourth place team would earn16 points. After points in each class are determined 
they are compiled across a given competition year. Ratings published by Front & Finish®® list the top ten dogs ranking 
highest across all breeds (Top Ten All Breed), the top ten dogs ranking highest within their respective groups (Top Ten By 
Group), and the top ten dogs ranking highest by breed (Top Ten By Breed). Dogs must earn a minimum of four points in a 
given year to be listed and all ties for a given position are reported. We work very hard to list all dogs with the recognized 
AKC titles they received at the end of a competition year. However, we tabulate thousands of records to provide these 
breakdowns and occasionally titling errors may occur. As well, titles may not reflect a dog’s current designation at the 
time of publication. We sincerely regret not being able to reprint corrections for these titling discrepancies. Mixed breed 
results do not include breakdowns by breed since all dogs fall into one group.

Top Ten Terrier Group Rally Master 2021

#2 Christhill Izzydora De Coachella CDX PCD BN RM5 RAE2 CGC     75  
 W Christensen/K Hill

Top Ten Australian Terriers – Master Rally 2021

#1 Christhill Izzydora De Coachella CDX PCD BN RM5 RAE2 CGC      75
 W Christensen/K Hill

#2 GCHB CH RACH2 Christhill First Lady Marie Geneva UD PCDX BN GN RM8 RAE6  26
 K Hill/W Christensen  

#3 CH RACH Ryba’s Mytime For Serenity CDX BN RM7 RAE4 BCAT CGCA CGCU TKN   22
 C Cooper/S Cooper 

#4 GCH CH The Farm’s Spirit Walker’s Grace CD RE CA DCAT CGC TKN ATT   12
 D Wilkie/M Bell 

#5 GCHB CH Dreamtime Melia Christhill CD PCD BN RM3 RAE CGC TKN    6
 K Hill/W Christensen

Copyright Notice All material in this report is the property of Front & Finish LLC, publishers of Front & Finish®, The 
Dog Trainer’s News. Copyright and other intellectual property laws protect these materials. Reproduction or  retransmis-
sion of the materials, in whole or in part, in any manner whatsoever, without prior written   consent of  Front & Finish 
LLC, is a violation of copyright law. Users may not distribute such copies to others, in any manner or form, or for any 
consideration, without prior written consent of Front & Finish LLC. Requests for permission to reproduce or distribute 
this information can be made by writing to Front & Finish LLC, 2310 US Highway 150 North, Wataga, IL 61488-9520; 
or by sending an email to dogs@frontandfinish.com

October 2022

Front & Finish

AKC Top Rally Dogs
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Best of Breed Montgomery

Best of Breed Westminster

Best of Breed AKC Invitational

Best of Breed ATCA National Specialty

Best In Shows

(The 3rd Aussie to Achieve This)

MBIS BISS GCHS CH Blue Moon Pop-A-Razzi

Breeder:  Jeanne Popovits

Owners:  Jeanne Popovits, Alaina Moulton

Handler:  Kellie Williams

“NIKO”

2022 Grand Slam Winner
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JANUARY 1, 2022 THRU Septemter 30, 2022 

AKC ONLINE STATS

(Canine Chronicle)

Top 100 All Dogs
71 GCHS CH Blue Moon Pop A Razzi    8406

Top 20 Terriers
10 GCHS CH Blue Moon Pop A Razzi    8406

Conformation All-Breed Totals (Top 10)
1. GCHS CH Blue Moon Pop A Razzi    8406
2. GCHB CH Samabel Hot Fudge Sundae 1383
3. GCH CH Temora Sir Can-A-Lot 654
4. CH Tattercoats Look It Here 563
5. GCH CH Camaroo’s Bobbing In The Marsh TKI 208
6. GCH CH Christhill Be My Valentino 206
7. GCH CH Christhill Ace Of Hearts D’Azul BN RI 204
8.  GCH CH Razmataz I Have A Dream 155
9. GCHB  CH Samabel Banjopats Ain’T Over Till It’s Over CAA 123
10. GCHG CH Horrieglen Dare To Dream 82

 Conformation Australian Breed Totals (Top 10)
1. GCHB CH Samabel Hot Fudge Sundae 204
2. GCHS CH Blue Moon Pop A Razzi 160
3. GCH CH Acebreeders Queen B 71
4. GCHS CH Toga On Tap 54
4. GCH CH Alinta Loch Reese’s Piece of Ryba 54
6. CH Redhawk Excellent Adventure 51
7. GCH CH Temora Reason Gone Mad 50
8. GCH CH Roachan’s Park Place 45
9. CH Tattercoats Look It Here 40
9. GCH CH Christhill Ace Of Hearts D’Azul 40
9. GCH CH Temora Sir Can-A-Lot 40 

Conformation Owner/Handler  - NOHS
1. GCHB CH Samabel Banjopats Ain’T Over Till It’s Over CAA   925
2. GCHB CH Shastakin Killara’s Flying Eureka BCAT RATN 550
3. CH Samabel Peach Sparkler 435
4. GCH CH Temora Georgia On My Mind Dahling DSA CGC TKN 390
5. CH Terora All In CD BN 360
6. GCH CH Benayr Carolina’s Zooming Around 225
7. GCH CH Benayr Lets Go Little Darlin FDC CGCA TKN ATT 215
8. GCH CH Razmataz I Have A Dream 185
9. Grand-Lares Kaledos Sudden Impact TKI 180
10. Temora Reason Gone Mad 160

Junior Handler - Breed
1. Grace Brown       7
2. Alyssa Surles       3

AKC Top Conformation Dogs
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